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Summary 

The behaviour of a surface-coated rectangular, non-linearly elastic block subject 

to (plane-strain) flexure is investigated in this thesis. We consider a rectangular 

block of incompressible, isotropic elastic material coated with a thin elastic film 

on part of its boundary. Initially, the bulk material undergoes a non-homogeneous 

deformation and the equilibrium of the coated body is examined on the basis of the 

elastic surface coating theory derived by Steigmann and Ogden (1997a). Incremental 

displacements are then superimposed on the finitely deformed configuration in order 

to study possible bifurcation of the deformed block. Numerical bifurcation results 

pertaining to two particular strain-energy functions (for the bulk material) and a 

general energy function (for the coating material) are subsequently obtained. These 

results allow the influence of the surface coating on the bifurcation behaviour of 

the block to be determined and assessed with reference to corresponding results 

for an uncoated block. Next, use is made of the dynamic equivalent of the static 

surface coating theory, developed by Ogden and Steigmann (1999), to establish 

incremental equations of motion for the coated block. Corresponding incremental 

governing equations for an uncoated, pre-flexed block then emerge as a special case. 

The resulting frequency equations are solved numerically, again on specialization of 
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the form of strain-energy function. Tile numerical vibration results then provide 

evidence of the effect of surface coating on tile dynamic behaviour of the considered 

coated block relative to the uncoated case. Finally, we turn our attention to the 

(non-linear) shear response of bonded elastic bodies. We examine the plane-strain 

problem of a rectangular compressible isotropic elastic block bonded to two rigid 

parallel plates. Tile deformation behaviour of the block is described by applying 

minimum energy and maximum complementary energy principles to obtain upper 

and lower bounds on the shear stress-strain relationship. Although maximum and 

minimum principles are not generally justifiable in non-linear elasticity we show that 

under certain conditions they are applicable and, for a particular form of strain- 

energy function, derive explicit energy bounds which we illustrate graphically. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This thesis is concerned mainly with examining the effect of elastic surface coat- 

ing on the behaviour of an incompressible isotropic elastic block subject to non- 

homogeneous (plane-strain) flexure. The surface coating, taken to be infinitesimally 

thin and effectivley bonded to the bulk material, can occupy one or both of the 

boundaries of the block that become curved on deformation and coating of the same 

type is prescribed on these boundaries. In the first instance, we consider finite flexure 

in which the block undergoes a (symmetric) deformation about the Xl-axis so that 

it deforms into a sector of a circular cylinder. Thereafter, we concentrate on deriving 

and solving bifurcation and frequency equations pertaining to (linearized) incremen- 

tal displacements superimposed on the finitely deformed configuration. Hence, with 

reference to tile corresponding uncoated results, we are able to quantify the effect of 

the coating on the bifurcation and vibration behaviour of the block. The influence 

of certain material and geometrical parameters on this behaviour is also assessed. 

The non-linear (plane-strain) theory of elastic surface coating, recently developed 

by Steigmann and Ogden (1997a), is fundamental to the research herein. In this 
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paper, the authors used the example of a coated elastic half-space to illustrate their 

theory for the plane deformation of an elastic body coated with a thin elastic film on 

its surface. In a subsequent paper, Steigmann and Ogden (1997b), they derived nec- 

essary conditions for the existence of energy minimizing solutions of such bodies. A 

further illustration of the theory was provided, in Ogden, Steigmann and Haughton 

(1997), by its application to the analysis of the stability of a pressurized coated 

circular annulus. This thesis provides a further illustration of the theory through 

its examination of the possible bifurcation behaviour of an incompressible rectan- 

gular elastic block subject to non-homogeneous finite flexure. Although bending 

of an uncoated isotropic incompressible non-linearly elastic rectangular block has 

been described by Ogden (1984) and Green and Zerna (1968), the corresponding 

bifurcation problem has not been examined previously in the literature. 

In a further development of their static surface coating theory, Steigmarm and 

Ogden (1999) derived a theory for the (plane-strain) dynamics of incompressible 

coated elastic bodies. In this paper, the authors applied their dynamic theory to 

the problem of surface wave propagationon on a pre-stressed incompressible isotropic 

coated elastic half-space, paying particular attention to the role of the rotatory iner- 

tia term. This dynamic theory forms the basis for the study of vibration behaviour 

of a pre-flexed surface-coated incompressible elastic block considered in this thesis. 

The results which then emerge, as a special case, for the dynamic behaviour of a 

corresponding uncoated pre-flexed block are also new. 

We now turn our attention to the final problem investigated in this thesis: shear 

of a bonded elastic block. We consider the (non-homogeneolis) shear deformation 

of a rectangular compressible isotropic non-linearly elastic block, in plane strain. 
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The block is deformed by displacing one plate, parallel to itself, relative to the 

other while the lateral surfaces are maintained free of traction. As there is no 

known exact solution to this problem an alternative means of solution is required. 

Hence, we make use of maximum and minimum energy principes to obtain (general) 

upper and lower bounds on the total energy stored in the block as a result of the 

deformation. We demonstrate that such extremum principles are justifiable in a 

non-linear setting provided the strain-energy function satisfies certain convexity and 

growth conditions. On choosing an appropriate strain-energy function we are then 

able to derive explicit energy bounds. 

The approach adopted in solving this problem follows closely that of Haddow 

and Ogden (1988). In this paper, the authors sought to obtain energy bounds in 

relation to compression of bonded elastic bodies in terms of both linear and non- 

linear elasticity. The concept of seeking energy bounds by way of solution owes much 

to the contribution of Prager and Synge (1947) who obtained approximate solutions 

to boundary value problems, in the linear theory, on application of minimum and 

maximum energy arguments. 

In Chapter 2, following the approach of standard texts such as Ogden (1984) 

and Atkin and Fox (1980), we introduce the notation that will be used through- 

out the thesis as well as setting up the equations of equilibrium and motion and 

the constitutive relations used in finite elasticity for both compressible and incom- 

pressible materials. We then introduce the corresponding incremental equations for 

small deformation superimposed on a nonlinearly, finitely deformed state, as well as 

discussing the strong-ellipticity condition and, in the two-dimensional case, giving 

necessary and sufficient conditions for it to hold with respect to plane strain. 
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In Chapter 3 we consider plane-strain finite flexure of an uncoated incompressible 

elastic block and then, on application of the basic surface coating theory, extend our 

findings to flexure of a surface-coated elastic block. In Section 3.1, we outline the 

theory developed in Steigmann and Ogden (1997a) by summarizing the equations 

and boundary conditions governing the equilibrium of a coated elastic body and the 

crucial conditions coupling the response of the bulk solid to that of the coating. Tile 

basic theory is applied, in Section 3.2, to the bending of a coated rectangular elastic 

block, and use of the neo-Hookean strain-energy function illustrates the deformation 

behaviour of the block. 

In Chapter 4, the bifurcation behaviour of coated and uncoated elastic blocks 

is examined. Bifurcation equations are derived and numerical methods are used 

to determine the onset of bifurcation in respect of specific forms of strain energy. 

Section 4.1 provides the incremental equilibrium equations and boundary conditions 

linearized relative to the underlying deformation. These are applied, in Section 4.2, 

to the finite deformation discussed in Chapter 3. The incompressibility condition 

is used to express the incremental equilibrium equations as a single equation for a 

scalar function ýb, and the boundary conditions are also cast in terms of V). The 

possibility of bifurcation from a finitely deformed configuration is then illustrated, 

graphically, in Section 4.3, after seeking solutions for V) of the form 0(r)cosqO and 

solving numerically the relevant bifurcation equations. 

Chapter 5 extends the static case of Chapters 3 and 4 to consideration of the 

vibration behaviour of the coated and uncoated blocks examined previously. Using 

(plane-strain) surface coating dynamic theory, we establish incremental equations 

of motion and boundary conditions applicable to vibration of a pre-flexed block. In 
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Section 5.1 we summarize the plane-strain dynamic theory derived by Ogden and 

Steigmann (1999) and set out the equations governing the motion of the substrate 

and the film as well as their incremental counterparts. These equations are applied, 

in Section 5.2, to the case of a surface-coated elastic block. Equations governing 

the motion of the film then provide boundary conditions for the displacement of tile 

bulk material which, as in Chapter 4, is governed by a single scalar equation in V). 

In Chapter 6, we investigate the dynamic behaviour of the coated and uncoated 

elastic blocks. Tile relevant frequency equations are solved numerically and a com- 

prehensive analysis of the vibration results is conducted. Section 6.1 involves seeking 

solutions, of the form 0(r)cosq0e'w1, to identify the frequency of vibrations of the 

surface-coated block. Numerical results are then obtained, in Section 6.2, and tile 

effect of the coating on tile vibration behaviour of the block is assessed and illus- 

trated, graphically, taking account of the influence of tile material properties of the 

coating and tile relative densities of tile bulk and film materials. 

In Chapter 7, we focus on determining the (non-linear) shear response of bonded 

elastic blocks. Given tile lack of a closed form solution for this problem, we apply 

maximum and minimum principles to derive general tipper and lower bounds on 

the stored energy which are then made explicit by their specialization to particular 

strain and stress fields and to a semi-linear material. In view of the sudden change 

in direction from that of the previous chapters, Section 7.1 gives a brief description 

of the shear problem to be studied. In Section 7.2 we set out some variational argu- 

ments and establish the allied extreinum principles, justifying their use in both linear 

and non-linear elasticity (subject to certain restrictions). Then, in Section 7.3, we 

define the theory of minimum energy and tile theory of maximum complementary 
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energy, for future use. These theories are applied, in Section 7.4, to the shear of a 

bonded elastic block and general energy bounds are obtained. The choice of par- 

ticular kinematically admissible deformation fields and statically admissible stress 

fields, in Section 7.5, allows specific energy bounds to be artificially constructed and 

further use of the semi-linear strain-energy function makes these bounds explicit. 

Results from Chapters 3 and 4 have been published in Zeitschrift ffir A ngewandte 

Mathematik und Mechanik (see Ogden, Dryburgh and Steigmann (1998)] and further 

results from Chapter 4 appear in Zeitschrift fiir Angewandte Mathematik und Physik 

[see Dryburgh and Ogden (1999)). The work of Chapters 5 and 6 will also be written 

tip for publication. 
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Chapter 2 

Basic theory 

In this chapter we summarize the basic equations of non-linear elasticity theory 

which are essential for the subsequent chapters. Full details are given in standard 

texts such as Ogden (1984). 

2.1 Deformation and strain 

An unstressed elastic body is taken to occupy the region So in three dimensional 

Euclidean space. Points in this reference configuration are denoted by their position 

vectors X relative to some arbitrarily chosen origin. In time t the body is deformed 

into a new configuration Bt in which the material point X moves to position x 

according to 

Xt(X) XE Bo, (2.1.1) 

where the bijective mapping Xt: Bo -ý Bt describes the motion from the reference 

configuration L30 to the current configuration Bt. We may, alternatively, write (2.1.1) 
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in the form 

X(X, 0, xE Bo, tE1. (2.1.2) 

We take X as a twice- continuously differentiable function of space and time with 

explicit dependence on t, where I is a suitable interval of time. When (2.1.2) is 

independent of t, X is called the deformation from L30 to the deformed configuration 

B (Bt without the subscript t) and we write the deformation of the body in the form 

X= X(X) XE So. 

The deformation gradient tensor A is deffiled by 

(2.1.3) 

A= GradX, 

where Grad is the gradient operator with respect to X. When A is independent of 

X, the deformation is said to be 1wmogeneous. 

In addition to the assumed regularity conditions mentioned above, namely that 

X is a bijective mapping and twice continuously differentiable, we impose the usual 

requirement that, for all deformations X, 

J= detA >0 

holds. This ensures that A has inverse A-'. 

Differentials dX in BO and dx in Bt are related by 

dx = AdX, (2.1.6) 

which describes how a line element dX of material deforms into dx under the de- 

formation. Area elements transform according to Nanson's formula as 

nds = JA -T NdS, 
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where dS = NdS and ds = nds represent infinitesimal surface elements in L30 and 

Bt with unit outward normals N and n respectively, T denotes transpose and -T is 

(-l)T. Similarly, 

dv = JdV, 

describes the transformation of a volume element dV in Bo into the volume element 

dv in Bt. Hence, if the volume in BO is unchanged by a deformation it follows 

that J=I in (2.1.8). Materials which satisfy the constraint J=1 are said to be 

incompressible. 

Since, by (2.1.5), A is non-singular it may be decomposed according to the Polar 

Decomposition Theorem in the form 

A= RU = VR) 

where R is proper orthogonal and U and V are symmetric, positive definite right 

and left stretch tensors respectively such that 

U2 =A 
TA V2 = AA T. 

Since U is symmetric and positive definite, its principal values Ai (i = 1,2,3) 

are positive. Let 0) (i = 1,2,3) be the principal axes of U. Then, we have the 

spectral decomposition 

(D UM. 
i=l 

(2.1.11) 

The Ai are also the principal values of V corresponding to principal axes 0) = 

Ru(') (i =: 1,2,3), and we therefore have 

V Aiv(') 0 v('). (2.1.12) 
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We refer to Ai as the principal stretches, and u(') and 0) as Lagrangian and Eulerian 

principal axes of the deformation respectively. It follows that 

A=0u. 

2.2 Stress and equilibrium equations 

(2.1.13) 

The load, or traction, t per unit area acting on the surface of an elastic material in 

the current configuration is 

crn, 

where n is the unit outward normal of the surface in Bt and c- is a second order 

tensor called the Cauchy stress tensor. Similarly, when defined per unit area of tile 

reference configuration the traction to can be expressed as 

to = ST N, (2.2.2) 

where N denotes the unit outward normal of the surface in Bo and S is the nominal 

stress tensor. Then, from Nanson's formula (2.1.7) it follows that 

S= JA-'o,. 

The balance of angular momentum forces o- to be symmetric and hence 

(2.2.3) 

AS = ST A T, (2.2.4) 

so that, in general, S :ý ST. For an isotropic material SR is a symmetric tensor and 

we can write 

TRTY (2.2.5) 
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where T is the Biot stress tensor. 

The (Eulerian) equation of motion is 

div a+ pb = px, tt, (2.2.6) 

where p is the material density per unit volume in Bt, b is the body force per unit 

mass and div is the divergence operator in the current configuration. Note that 

represents the material time derivative. 

Mass conservation relates the density p at x to the density p, at X through 

j=P, /P. (2.2.7) 

The Lagrangian alternative to the equation of motion (2.2.6) is 

Div S+p, b = p, x, tt, (2.2.8) 

where Div is the divergence operator in Bo, and (2.2.8) is equivalent to (2.2.6) 

In the static case, when x, tt ý 0, we obtain tile equilibrium equations. In the 

absence of body force, the equilibrium equations are 

DivS 0 (2.2.9) 

or, in terms of Cauchy Stress, 

div o- 0. (2.2.10) 

2.3 Constitutive relations and strain energy 

or, in terms of Cauchy Stress, 

For an elastic material, the stress depends only oil the deformation and we assume 

the constitutive relation 

a= g(A), (2.3.1) 
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where g is a tensor-valued function called the response function of the material. To 

ensure physically reasonable behaviour, we require this constitutive relation to be 

objective under rigid-body motions. This means the material response is invariant 

under superimposed rotations and g must satisfy 

g(QA) = Qg(A)QT, (2.3.2) 

where Q is any proper orthogonal tensor. 

We also assume that the elastic solid is isotropic, i. e. its material properties have 

no preferred direction; then we must have 

g(A) = g(AP), (2.3.3) 

for all rotations P. On using tile polar decomposition (2.1-9) and setting P= RT, 

we obtain 

g(A) = g(ART) = g(VRR: T) = g(V). 

We also obtain 

g(QVQ') = Qg(V)Q'. 

(2.3.4) 

(2.3.5) 

Taken together, objectivity and isotropy imply that a and V are coaxial, i. e. have 

the same principal directions. Hence, the stress o- can be expressed in the form 

3 

a- =Z civ(i) 0 V(i) ) 
i=I 

(2.3.6) 

analogously to the spectral decomposition (2-1.12) of V, where the O'i are principal 

values of c-. Similarly, we can show that T is coaxial with U and, analogously to 

(2.1.11), using (2.2.3) and (2.2.5) given V(') = RO), the Biot stress tensor can be 
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expressed as 

tiu(') (3 u('), (2-3.7) 

where tj = JojAi 1 and tj are the principal Biot stresses. From (2.2.5), it follows 

that 

3 

S tiu(i) 0 V(O. (2.3.8) 

An elastic material is said to be hyperelastic if there exists a scalar function 

W(A) such that 

d 
W(A) = Jtr(crL), 

dt (2.3.9) 

where L= 9v/N is the velocity gradient and v(x, t) is the velocity of the material 

particle occupying position x at time t. Since the function W(A) is a measure of 

the energy stored in the material as a result of the deformation, it is called the 

strain-energy (or stored-energy) function per unit reference volume. When such a 

W exists, the Cauchy stress tensor can be expressed in the form 

Jo, =A 
19W 
OA 

(2.3.10) 

for an unconstrained hyperelastic material, and, with reference to (2.2-3), it follows 

that 

aw 
OA 

or in Cartesian component form, 

S;. = 
aw 

(2.3.11) 

(2.3.12) 
-, j OAji 
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If W(A) is taken to be objective and isotropic then 

W(A) = W(QA) = W(AP), 

for arbitrary rotations Q and P. We also have 

W(QVQT) = W(V), 

which holds for all proper orthogonal Q. Now taking Q=R, we find that 

W(A) = W(U) = W(V). 

Then, with reference to (2.3.11) and (2.2.5), we obtain 

aw 
DU' 

(2.3.13) 

(2.3.14) 

(2-3-15) 

(2.3.16) 

It follows from (2.3.15) and (2.1.11) that W depends solely on the principal 

stretches and we have 

W(Al, A27 A3)i (2.3.17) 

where the order in which A,, A2 and A3 appear is irrelevant. Consequently, with 

reference to (2.3.6) and (2.3.7), when evaluated along tile principal axes, for a com- 

pressible material, (2.3.10) and (2.3.16) can be written in component form as 

Jori = Ai 
aw 

1,2,3 jýA-j 

and 

aw ti = aAi 
1,2,3 

(2.3.18) 

(2.3.19) 

respectively, where no summation is implied by the repetition of the index i in 

(2.3.18). 
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For the case of an incompressible material, the constraint 

J --"I A1A2A3 
..: 1 (2.3.20) 

removes the independence of the principal stretches and we introduce a Lagrange 

multiplier p (which may be viewed as a hydrostatic pressure term) and write 

o- =A 
aiv 

- PI OA 

instead of (2-3.10), with (2.3.11) and (2.3.16) similarly being replaced by 

S=W- pA-1 OA 

and 

T=W- pu-l au 

(2.3.21) 

(2.3.22) 

(2.3.23) 

respectively. Then, for an isotropic, incompressible hyperelastic material (2.3.21) 

and (2.3.23) have component forms 

aw 
Oli= i--p OAj 

and 

ti = 19W 
- pAi-I OAj 

evaluated on the principal axes. 

(2.3.24) 

(2-3.25) 
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2.4 Incremental deformations and constitutive 

relations 

Previously we considered the deformation of a body into the configuration B relative 

to 80 such that 

X(X), (2.4.1) 

where, for the purposes of this Section, the explicit dependence on time t has been 

suppressed. We now consider that a small displacement u is superimposed on this 

finite deformation in which case 

Jx = JX(X), (2.4.2) 

where 6 indicates a small increment in the quantity concerned and small implies that 

quantities of second order can be neglected. The change in the deformation gradient 

brought about by the incremental deformation u= 6x is then given (exactly) by 

ýA = J(Grad x) = Grad (x + u) -7 Grad x= Grad u. (2.4.3) 

The corresponding change in the determinant has the linear approximation 

JJ = Ar f(JA)A-11. (2.4.4) 

For an unconstrained material, the increment in the nominal stress (to the first 

order) is 

ý= Ak7 

where we have introduced the alternative notation ý= JS, k= JA and 

as 
OA 

(2.4.5) 

(2.4.6) 
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is the fourth-order tensor of elastic moduli associated with the stress-deformation 

pair (S, A). 

For incompressible materials, since J=1, (2.4.4) becomes 

tr 1(, &)A-'l =0 

and, following from (2-3.22), the corresponding form of (2.4.5) is 

ý= A-& - ýA-l + pA-1A-A-1, 

(2.4.7) 

(2.4.8) 

where the formula (A-') = -A-'AA-' has been used and ý denotes the increment 

in p. 

If we now update the reference configuration to the deformed state (2.4.1), then 

relative to this new reference configuration the deformation gradient takes the form 

Ao = grad u =A-A-1, (2.4.9) 

where grad is the gradient operator with respect to x and the subscript 0 indicates 

a quantity evaluated in B. 

Similar to (2.4.9), updating the nominal stress increment, on use of Nanson's 

formula (2.1.7), yields 

§o = J-'A§l 

and corresponding to (2.4.5) we write 

§0 = Ao-ýO, 

(2.4.10) 

(2.4.11) 

where 40 is the tensor of instantaneous elastic moduli referred to B. On comparing 

(2-4.10) and (2.4.11) we find that .4 and AO are related in component form by 

AOijkl J-lAisAktAsiti - 
(2.4.12) 
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Updating equations (2.4.7) and (2.4.8) for an incompressible material yields 

tr(Ao) = divu = 

and 

Aoko - PI + pý, o 

respectively. If the material is hyperelastic, A is expressible as 

a2W 

aA 2 

or in Cartesian component form 

-Az,; L., = alw 
- -. J" o9Ajio9AIk 

(2.4.13) 

(2.4.14) 

(2.4.15) 

(2.4.16) 

For an isotropic, hyperelastic, unconstrained material the components of AO 

relative to the Eulerian principal axes take the form 

Aoiijj J-'AiAjWij, 

2 
J-1 

(AiWi - AjVj) Ai 
0 j, Ai 0 Aj A? - \ý 13 

1 (Aoiiii - Aoiijj + J-'AjVj) i= 2 ýk j, Ai = Aj 

Aoiiji = Aojiij = Aoijij - J-lAjVj i0j 

(2.4.17) 

(2.4.18) 

(2.4.19) 

(2.4.20) 

W= 192 with i, j=1,2,3, where Wi = aWlaAi and ij TV1aAj, 9Aj, and the summa- 

tion convention does not apply. 

In the case of no deformation, the components of AO in an unstrained configu- 

ration and for an unconstrained material take the values 

Aoiiii -= A+ 2y, 

Aoijij Aoijji = /t 

Aoiijj = (2.4.21) 

(2.4.22) 
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corresponding to the classical theory of linear elasticity, where i and A and 

are the classical Lam6 constants. 

We obtain the components of Ao for incompressible materials by substituting 

J=1 into equations (2.4.17)-(2-4.20) and the equivalent components for an un- 

stressed configuration become 

Aoiiii = Aoijij = p, (2.4.23) 

Äoiijj = Aoijji = 0, (2.4.24) 

where i0j and p (> 0) is now the shear modulus of the material. 

In the absence of body forces, the incremental form of the equation of motion 

(2.2.8) is 

Div ý=p, u, tt. 

When updated to the current configuration this becomes 

(2.4.25) 

div So = pu, tt (2.4.26) 

and likewise the equilibrium equation without body force in the current configuration 

takes the form 

divýo = 0. (2.4.27) 

2.5 The strong ellipticity condition 

A second-order tensor D is said to have rank one if its nullspace is two-dimensional. 

Thus, such a tensor can be written in the form D=m0N for some non-zero 

vectors m and N. Given a rank-one tensor m (D N, where m and N are Eulerian 
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and Lagrangian vectors respectively, we can define the Strong Ellipticity Condition 

as 

tr[, 4 (m 0 N) (m 0 N)] > 0, 

and this should hold for all rn 0N ý4_ 0. When the relevant strain-energy func- 

tion (and thus the constitutive relation) is strongly elliptic, then the equilibrium 

equations - for global or incremental problems - form a strongly elliptic system of 

partial differential equations. Note that by relaxing tile strict inequality in (2.5.1), 

we obtain the Legendre-Hadamard condition [see, for example, 'ftuesdell and Noll 

(1965)]. 

Introduction of the acoustic tensor Q(N), where 

Qij = A,, i, 6jN,, Na 

allows (2.5.1) to take the form 

(2.5.2) 

[Q(N)m] -m>0. (2.5.3) 

Thus, necessary and sufficient conditions for strong ellipticity to hold are 

Qii(N) > 0, i C: 11,2,31 (2.5.4) 

Qii(N)Qjj(N) - Qij(N)Qij(N) > 0, i =, Z: jC fl, 2,31 (2.5.5) 

detQ(N) > 0, (2.5.6) 

for all N ý4- 0. 

Equivalent conditions can be given in terms of AO although, to reduce algebraic 

complexity, we only record the two-dimensional case. Thus, necessary and sufficient 
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conditions for strong ellipticity to hold in compressible materials when restricted to 

the (1,2)-plane are 

. 
401111 > Oe A02222 > 01 A01212 > 01 

-A02121 > 0) (2.5.7) 

1/2 +) 1/2 
: 1- (-401111-402222) (-401212-402121 

_ 
(A01122 + -402112) > 0- (2.5.8) 

For the incompressible case the corresponding inequalities are 

A01212 > 07 A02121 > 07 (2.5.9) 

A01111 + -402222+2(, 
401212-402121) 1/2 

-2(AO 1122 + 402112) > 0- (2.5.10) 

2.6 Polar coordinate equations 

For later use, we note that in polar coordinate form, with restriction to plane strain, 

the equilibrium equations (2.2.9) become 

19SRr 
+I 

0SGr 
+1 (SRr 

- SeO) 0) 
OR R i9E) R 

19SRO +I 
aSE)O 

+1 (SRO + SGr) Os 
aR R aE) R (2.6.1) 

where the polar coordinates (R, E)) and (r, 0) correspond to the reference and current 

configurations respectively. The displacement u, in polar coordinates, is defined to 

be 

u= ue, + veo, (2-6.2) 

where u and v are functions of r and 0 and e, and eo are the usual polar coordinate 

basis vectors. The displacement gradient r =- grad u becomes 

a (ue, + veo) 0 er +1a (ue, + veo) 0 eo ar r a0 
au 

er 0 er +1( 
au 

- v)er 0 eo + 
av 

eo 0 er +1( 19v +u eo 0 eo. Or r ýo Or r 00 

(2.6.3) 
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Hence, the components of IF, referred to polar coordinates, are 

rrr : -- 
Ou, 

rr0 =1( 
au 

- Dr r 00 
Fo. = 

Ov 
roo 

=1( av + är r 00 
The incompressibility condition (2.4.13) follows in the form 

r, + roo =1r 
au 

+u+ 
av )=0. 

r Or d90 

(2.6.4) 

(2.6.5) 

In tile (1,2)-plane, the incremental equations of motion (2.4.26), in polar coor- 

dinate form, are given by 

OSOrr 
+I 

19SOOr 

+I 
(ýOrr 

- 
ý000 

-aO Pula I 
, 9so, o +I asooo +I (1ý0,0 + -ýOOr ar r aO r)= PV)tt 

and the corresponding incremental equilibrium equations (2.4.27) are 

aso, +1 asoo, +I (ýIlrr - ý000 Or r ao r)0, 
aS0r6 +I asooo +1 ýDrO + ýOOr 0. Or T 00 r( 

(2.6.6) 

(2.6.7) 
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Chapter 3 

Flexure of a surface-coated elastic 

block 

3.1 Basic surface coating theory 

This chapter examines the plane-strain flexure of a rectangular incompressible 

isotropic elastic block with an elastic surface coating oil part of its boundary. In this 

section, we outline the surface coating theory developed by Steigmarm and Ogden 

(1997a) by summarizing the equations and boundary conditions governing the equi- 

librium of a coated elastic body and the crucial conditions coupling the response of 

the bulk solid to that of the coating. 

We consider the plane deformation of a body whose plane section occupies the 

two-dimensional region B0 in its natural (stress-free) configuration and whose image 

in the current configuration is B. Tile deformation of the body is then described by 

(2.1.3). Tile arclength, S, parametrizes tile boundary OL30 of Bo so that X(S) = 

Xi(S)ei is taken in the sense that tile unit outward normal N on OBO has components 
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defined by 

Ni = cij 
axj 

as 
(3.1.1) 

where ej, is the unit alternator (e12 = -e2l =1, ell = e22 = 0) with indices i and j 

taking values in 11,21 and el and e2 are in-plane Cartesian basis vectors . 

We assume that a subset P of, 98o is coated with a thin elastic film that deforms 

as a material curve. Then, if P is the image of P in B, its position vector may be 

written 

r(S) = X(X(S)) (3.1.2) 

for those S for which X(S) is on P. The unit tangent T(S) =- X'(S) to P maps to 

r'(S) = A(X(S))T(S) 
-= A(S)-r(S) (3-1.3) 

under the deformation, where -r(S) is tile unit tangent to P at S and 

A(S) = IA(X(S))X'(S)i >0 (3.1.4) 

is the stretch of P induced by X. If, on P, the arclength parameter is denoted by 

s(S) then 

SI(S) = A(S). 

Let 79(S) be the angle which defines the direction of -r(S) such that 

(3.1.5) 

, r(S) = cost9(S)el + siiit9(S)e2- 

Then, 

v(S) =kx -r(S) (3.1.7) 
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is tile leftward unit normal to P, where k =- el x e2 is the unit normal to tile plane 

of BO and B. It follows that 

r'(S) = tc(S)v(S), r" = A'(S)-r(S) + A(S)tz(S)v(S), 

where 

and the physical curvature of P is A-'n. 

The strain energy per unit area is denoted by W(A) for the bulk solid in 130. 

Then the total strain energy of 80 is 

fBo 
W(A)dA. 

tc(S) = (3.1.9) 

(3.1.10) 

For the boundary coating on P, we take a strain energy, B, per unit length. This 

accounts for the elastic resistence to extension and flexure of P. It suffices to take 

B to depend on r' and r"; then the contribution of P to the overall strain energy is 

ip 
B (r', r") dS. (3.1.11) 

It is necessary that W(A) and B(r', r") be invariant under rigid body motions 

superimposed upon X. For W, such objectivity requirements are dealt with in 

(2.3.13) and for B we require 

B(r', r") = B(Qr', Qrl/) 

for all proper orthogonal Q with axis k such that Qk = k. 

With reference to Cauchy's Theorem on isotropic functions [see Tadjbakhsh 

(1966) for details] (3.1.12) is satisfied if and only if B depends on r' and r" through 
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the scalar invariants 

III I, =rr, 12 = r' x r". k, 13 =r. r 14 =rr 

On use of (3.1.3) and (3.1.8), it follows that 

I A2, I= A2K I (AI)2 20. 
2 13 =A A/, 4 +A , 

Since 14 = (122 + 132)/Il, only three of the invariants are independent and 14 can 

be excluded from the arguments of B. We simplify the model by ignoring possible 

strain-gradient effects caused by the dependence of B oil A'(S), and consequently, 

take B to be a function of 11 and 12 only. Then, there is no loss of generality in 

taking B to be a function of A and r,, i. e. 

B (A, r, ). 

A variational method [see Steigmann and Ogden (1997a)] is used to derive the 

equilibrium equations. On application of the stationary energy principle we identify 

F= o9B = BA 
aA - 

as the tangential component of force on 15, and 

OB B Or. -, 

(3.1.16) 

(3.1.17) 

as the bending moment associated with the flexure of P. The force acting on a point 

of P has, in general, both a tangential and a normal component and we write it in 

the form 

F-r + Gv, (3.1.18) 
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where G is a Lagrange multiplier, analogous to p, which can be interpreted as a work- 

less reaction force arising from the geometrical constraint on P. This corresponds 

to suppression of transverse shear strain in the coating being modelled. 

Energy considerations [see Steigmann and Ogden (1997b)] demand that if B is 

independent of K, then, necessarily, 

B>0, BAA ý 0, (3.1.19) 

in an energy-minimizing configuration. On the other hand, when flexural stiffness 

is present, the Hessian 

B, \, \ BA 

B, \,, B, 

is positive semi-definite in an energy-minimizing configuration and the first inequal- 

ity in (3.1.19) is not required. 

For the bulk material the equilibrium equations, in the absence of body forces 

are 

Div S=0 in BO, (3.1.20) 

where Div is the divergence operator in BO. The boundary conditions are given by 

x= ý(X) on Wo' 
, 

(3.1.21) 

ST N= to(X) on aBO', (3.1.22) 

where Wx and 9BO' are parts of WO on which, respectively, position ý and dead load 0 

traction to are prescribed. Additionally, for the coating, we have the equations 

F'(S) = ST N on P, (3.1.23) 
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. Al'(S) + AG =0 on P. (3.1.24) 

Equation (3.1.23) couples the response of the bulk solid to that of the coating while 

(3.1.24) determines the Lagrange multiplier G. If P has ends, we must include 

Flop = 0, Mlap = 01 (3-1.25) 

where aP denotes the end points of P. [See Steigmann and Ogden (1997a) for more 

details. ] 

3.2 Flexure of a surface-coated rectangular elastic 

block 

The basic theory of Section 3.1 is now applied to the bending of an incompressible, 

coated rectangular elastic block, and use of the neo-Hookean strain-energy function 

illustrates the deformation behaviour of the block. 

3.2.1 Bending of a rectangular elastic block 

The undeformed block So is defined in Cartesian coordinates by 

-A < X, < A, -H < X2 < H. 

The bending deformation is given by 

r --.,: 
f (Xi) 

30 
(X2)) 

(3.2.1) 

(3.2.2) 

as expressed in Ogden (1984), where, in polar coordinates (r, 0), the deformed block 

B is described by 

f(-A): 5r<f(A), g(-H): 50<g(H). (3.2.3) 
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The (in-plane) deformation gradient takes the form 

A= f' X, e, 0 Ei +f (X1)g'(,, V2) eo 0 E2 e 
(3.2.4) 

which may be written in the (two-dimensional) polar decomposed form (2.1.9) with 

R=e, (2) E, + eo 0 E2 and V= f'(XI)e, 0 e, +f (Xl)g(X2)eo 0 eo. Then the 

principal stretches A, and A2 are given by 

Al ý-- fi(Xl)i A2 ý--: f (Xl)gt(x2)i (3.2.5) 

and are associated with the Eulerian principal directions e, and eo respectively. 

Since we are considering isotropic elastic materials, the strain-energy per unit 

area of the considered plane may be written as a symmetric function of the stretches, 

namely W(Aj, A2) for the present plane-strain context. With reference to (2.3.8) we 

may write the nominal stress as 

S= ti Ei 0e, +t2 E20eo, (3.2.6) 

where 

e, =cosOEI+sinOE2, eo=-sinOEI+cosOE2, (3.2.7) 

and tj and t2 denote the principal values of the Biot stress T given in (2.3.25) such 

that 

aw 19W tj =- pA-11, t2 =-, 2 aAl aA2 

Substituting (3.2.7) with (3.2.2) into (3.2.6), reduces the equilibrium 

(3-1.20), in the absence of body forces, to the scalar equations 

at, 
ax, 

- t2-ql(x2) : -- 01 

19t2 
ax2 

0. 

(3.2.8) 

equation 

(3.2.9) 

(3.2.10) 
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Observing that A, is independent of X2, it follows from (3.2.10) that 

0, ý2 

()t2 

n\f 
(XI)-qll (X2) ' 

We make the assumption that f (Xi) 00 and 49t2/19A2 :A0. Hence g"(X2) = 0, 

which, using the fact that the deformation is symmetric about X2 = 0, leads to 

9(X2) ---: OX27 

where ce is a constant of integration. Since the material is incompressible, the 

constraint (2.3.20) forces AlA2 ý1 and thus 

f (Xl)f'(Xl)g'(X2) = 1, (3.2.12) 

which, on separation, can be integrated. As a result, the deformation may be written 

in tile explicit form 

r2+0= OX2) 
ce 

(3.2.13) 

where 3 is another constant. The constants may be prescribed or determined by 

suitably chosen boundary conditions. 

The principal stretches can now be rewritten as 

A, = A-') A2 =A= ar, (3.2.14) 

which defines the notation A. With reference to (3.2.11), the equilibrium equations 

then reduce to the single equation 

dt, 
= abý - dX, 

which does not involve X2. Integration of (3.2.15) using (3.2.8) yields 

(3.2.15) 

ti = (W + 7)A, (3.2.16) 
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where -y is a constant and W(A) is defined by 

ýV (A) =W (A, A-'). (3.2.17) 

On the curved boundaries of the deformed body the traction is defined to be 

ST N= ±t1e, on X, = ±A. (3.2.18) 

The moment, M say, of the normal stresses t2 on 0= ±aH about the origin and 

the resultant (normal) load, L say, on 0= ±aH are given by 

fA 

rt2dXj k, 

and 

A 

-A 

A 
L=±f t2dX, eo=±-l 

[tl] AA 
eo. 

_A 
a 

3.2.2 Bending of a surface-coated elastic block 

(3.2.19) 

(3.2.20) 

Let the boundaries X, = ±A be coated with a homogeneous material associated 

with the strain energy B. These boundaries are denoted by P- and P+, so that 

P= P- U P+. Parametrization of P is set so that 

S=H-X2 onP-, S=H+, Y2 on P+. (3.2.21) 

Consequently, for the given problem, since 19 =0+E on P+ and V=0+ 21 on P-, 22 

n= 79'(S) yields, with reference to (3.2.13)2 

r, - = -0'(X2) = -a on P-, K+ = 0'(, Y2) =a on P+. (3.2.22) 

Let A= A- on P- and A= A+ on P+, where A is the principal stretch associated 

with the principal direction eo. In the present context, 

-eri -r = -eo on P-, n= -v = eri -r = eo on P+. (3.2.23) 
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Tile kinematics of tile deformation ensure that A and r, are constant on P- and 

P+, and, since the coating material is homogeneous, it follows from (3.1.16) and 

(3.1.17) that 

F'(S) = 
ýBA 

= 0, M'(S) = 
ýB '=o (3.2.24) dS dS 

and hence, from (3.1.24), that G=0 on each coated boundarY. Thus, (3.1.18) 

reduces to 

F(S) = Fr = B, \-r, (3.2.25) 

and hence, on use of (3.1.8) 1, 

F'(S) = rB, \v on P- or P+. 

Equating (3.1.23) and (3.2.26) with reference to (3-2.18), it follows that 

tj = -rB, \ on P- or P+, 

(3.2.26) 

(3.2.27) 

unlike the corresponding case of an uncoated block, for which tj vanishes at the 

curved boundaries. Boundary conditions coupling the response of the bulk solid to 

that of the elastic coating are obtained by combining (3.2.16) and (3.2.27) to give 

tj = ft + -y)A = -rB, \ on P- or P+. (3.2.28) 

These conditions, together with (3.2.19) and (3.2.20), provide sufficient information 

to determine a, 3 and -y (or M). 
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3.2.3 Results for the neo-Hookean strain-energy function 

The bulk material is characterized by a two-dimensional form of the neo-Hookean 

strain-energy function, namely 

W(A) = _tL(A + A-2 
2 

(3.2.29) 

IL being the ground-state shear modulus of the material. The extensibility and 

flexibility of the boundary coating are accounted for by use of the simple energy 

function 

B (A, r, ) =1 m(A - 
1)2 +1 nn 

2 (3.2.30) 
22 

introduced by Steigmann and Ogden (1997a), where m and n are positive material 

constants. Substituting (3.2.29) and (3.2-30) into (3.2.28) gives 

tj = 
1/l(A-1 

+ A3 - 2A) + -yA = -NM(A - 1) on P- or P+, (3.2.31) 2 

which, using (3.2.22), can be rearranged to obtain 

(A2 _ 
1)2 (A- - 1) N- 1)2 (A+ - 1) 

= -IL + (3.2.32) -ý-2 + ('M- 2 2 A- + 2A A+ 

so that 

2 ('\2 1)2 _ IIA2 (A2 
_ 1)2 2 (A+ 2 (A tiA+ +- 2amA+A 1) - 2amA-A+ 1) = 0, 

which, on use of the definition A =: cer applied at each boundary, leads to 

64242)+ 
tlCe2 2 2) 5mr 2r2422)=0. pa (r-r+ - r+r- (r+ - r- - 4a' +-+ 2a m(r+r- + r-r+ 

Substitution of (3.2.13) for r provides an expression relating a and 6 implicitly in 

the form 

311 

2ce3 ml (#a+2A) -i (#a - 2A) + (Oce - 2A) T (pa + 2A)} 

- 
4a2M(02Ce2 

- 4A 2) + 4AI-L(I _ 02Ce4 + 4A 2a 2) 
= 0. 
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Similarly, M and C can be expressed in terms of a and 0. From (3.2.19), it follows 

that 

A r+ 

a 
[rtl ]-A tj dr. 

After integration and use of (3.2.31) this becomes 

2+ Lr-2 r+ 
/, log r+L!! 

-ý -am(r+ 
2+ r- 2) + m(r+ +r 

ce r 

2a2 822 

Finally, substitution from (3.2.13) and (3.2.32) for r and 7 plus some further ma- 

nipulation yields 

Am1 
4a2 

log [Pa - 2A) (Oa + 2A) + 
2a2i 

(3a + 2A)2 

(3.2.34) 
M1 

+1 (3a - 2A) 2- Oa(m - Ap). 
M2 

Again, following from (3.2.20), on use of (3.2.13) and (3-2.31), we obtain 

11i ,C= -MCe2 
[(flce + 2A)2+ (Oa - 2A)2 - 2a- 

12 
(3.2.35) 

Now, if a is prescribed, (3.2.33), (3.2.34) and (3.2.35) provide expressions from which 

, 3, -y, L and M can be determined. Similarly, if one of 6,7, C or M is prescribed 

instead of a, the others are determined. In particular, prescribing a allows us to 

specify the angle through which the block is being bent. 0 

For the uncoated block, equation (3.2.32) reduces to A-A+ =1 and hence 8 is 

given explicitly in terms of a through 

oa 2= (1 + 4A2a2): ',, (3.2.36) 

in which case m=0, L=0 and M simplifies accordingly. 

For detailed discussion of the bending problem for an uncoated block we refer 

to Green and Zerna, (1968) and Ogden (1984). The results for a coated block given 

here are new. 
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Chapter 4 

Bifurcation of a surface-coated 

elastic block subject to bending 

4.1 Incremental surface coating theory 

An incremental deformation is now superimposed on the finite deformation described 

in Chapter 3. The displacement is given by u =. k, following the notation of Section 

2.4. Taking u(S) = u(X(S)) as the restriction of u to P, then using (3.1.3) and 

(3.1.6), we obtain 

u'(S) = ý, r + Aav, (4.1.1) 

where a(S) is the incremental rotation of the tangent r at the point (3.1.2) on 

P. 

Recalling Nanson's formula (2.1.7), which takes the form An = A-T N in the 

present context, we define the tensor E by 

ýT N= AET n, (4.1.2) 
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where S is the nominal stress increment and A is given by (3.1.5) in terms of arclength 

parameters S and s associated with the boundary normals N and n respectively. In 

linearized form E is given by 

F, = Aor + pr - ýi, 

where I is the (two-dimensional) identity tensor and, in terms of (2.4.9), r= grad u. 

Thus, E is the two-dimensional specialization of ý0, as given by (2.4.14). When 

linearized, the incremental incompressibility condition becomes 

trr = o. 

The incremental equilibrium equations (2.4.27) are written in the form 

divF, =0 in B, 

where div is the divergence operator in B. 

Incremental coupling equations are obtained by taking increments of (3.1.23) 

and (3.1.24) and rewriting these equations referred to the current configuration B. 

Thus, we derive 

P(s) = E'n on P, 

k(s) +d+ A-'AG =0 on P, 

where the prime now indicates differentiation with respect to s, use having been 

made of A= dsIdS in changing the independent variable from S to s. 

In (4.1.6) and (4.1.7) we require 

P=B, \, \A + B, \,, k, Aý = Bx,, ý + B,,,, k (4.1.8) 
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and 

P= P-r Fi- + dv 

where G can be determined from (4.1.7). For use in (4.1.9), we relate A and k to 

u(s), with reference to (4.1.1) through 

A1* f( d A= -r -u (s), k= Aaf(s) = A-[v - u'(s)]- (4.1.10) 
ds 

After substitution of v'(s) = -A-Inr, the second expression in (4.1.10) reduces to 

k= Av - u"(s) - Kr - u'(s). (4.1.11) 

In (4.1.9) we also require 

,ý= [v - u'(s)]v, zý = -[v - u'(s)], r, (4.1.12) 

which follow from use of -i- = av and il =kx -ý. Now, substitution from (4.1.7), 

(4.1.10) and (4.1.12), equation (4.1.9) becomes 

P= JP M'(v - u')I-r + JF(v - u') - AýI'+ A-'kAf'jv. 

Differentiating (4.1.13) with respect to s and making use of r' = A-lKv and v' = 

-A-'n-r, we obtain 

t'(s) = IP'+M"(v-ul)+Ml(v-u")-A-1r. Af'(, r-u')-A-1r, [F(v. u')-. Aý' 

A-'ýM']}-r + IA-1r. [P + M'(v - u')] + F'(v - u') + F(v - u") 

A-1r. F(7 - u') - Aý" + A-'ýM" + A-IýIMI _ A-2yýAIIJV (4.1.14) 

on each coated boundary. It is taken as implicit that the prime indicates differenti- 

ation with respect to s. 
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For the problem considered in Chapter 3, recalling (3.2.24), we have F= M' = 

0) A and r, are constant and (4.1.14) reduces to 

t'(s) A-'KF(v - u') + A-1rAI'lr 

fA-'rP+F(v. u")-A-1r. F(-r. u')-Aý"lv, 

which, on substitution from (4.1.8) and use of (4.1.11), becomes 

=IB, \, \ý'+ B, \, k'- A-1r, [B, \(v - u') - 

on each coated boundary. 

4.2 Incremental equations for the coated block 

4.2.1 Incremental equilibrium equations 

The displacement is given by u= ue, + veo and the components of the displacement 

gradient IF with respect to the polar coordinate axes are, from (2.6.4), 

rrr Uir i ]P, o = (u, o -v)/r, r'Or = V; r r00 = (u + V'O Vr' (4.2.1) 

wliereU)r 
all/Or7 

u, o = (9u/aO etc.. 

From the incompressibility condition, as in (2.6.5), we have 

r.. + r.. : --- 
(ru, +u + v, o)Ir = 0. (4.2.2) 
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Use of (4.2.2) in (4.1.3) yields the components of E in the form 

larr 

E, o 

Eol 

Eoo 

(A01111 
- -401122 + P)rrr - Pi 

-401212rOr + (A01212 
- Orl)rr0, 

, 
40212Irr0 + (-402121 

- Or2)rOr, 

- 
(A02222 

- -402211 
+ P) rrr - ý- 

(4.2.3) 

Using (2.6.7) we may express the incremental equilibrium equations (4.1.5) in tile 

polar coordinate form 

OErr 1 OEOr 
+I (Err - 1300) ý 01 

Or r 00 r 
aFIrO 

f- 
1 OE00 

+I (ErO + EOr) ---: 0- Or rýF -r 

(4.2.4) 

(4.2.5) 

Then substituting (4.2.3) into the constituent parts of (4.2.4) and (4.2.5), on use of 

(4.2.1) and (4.2.2), we obtain 

OE" 
(A10,11, - 

A01122 + PI)U, l +(AO1111 - 
A01122 + P)Uirr -Ar , 5'r 

I aEOr 1 (A02121 
- Or2)V, rO 

+1 A02121 (U, 
00 -V, O (4.2.6) 

r 90 r r2 

(Err - E60) 1 (Aoill, - 2Ao, 122 + A02222 + 2p)U; r 7' 

and 

DE, 0 
- 1401212Vir +-401212Virr +1 (14101212 

- Or ,) 
(U 

30- V) Or r 

+1 (v401212 
- Orj(UjOr -Vir 

(A01212 
- Orj(U, 0 -V), 

r r2 

(A02222 
- -401122 + P)Uir0 P)0 3 (4.2.7) 

r 00 rr 
(Er0 + SOr) (A01212 + 

-402121 - G'2)Vir + (-401212 + A02121 - Orl) (U)0 
-V) 

rr r2 

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to r. 
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Now making use of (2.4.17)-(2.4.20) and the fact that orl + (al 
- u2)/r =0 in 

substituting (4.2.6) and (4.2.7) into (4.2.4) and (4.2.5), we obtain 

2p 
r [r(A'Ill, -Alo, 122+P' - 2AO, 122] ruir 0)+ A01111 + A02222 

001111 - 
A01122)r 2 U7rr +A02121 (UjOO 

-V70 
) +A02112rv)rO 1 (4.2.8) 

rý, q = (, rAlol2l2+ Ao1212) (rv, 
r 

+U, O -V) +AO1212r 2 V7rr 

(A02112 +AO1122 -A02222)ruirO i (4.2.9) 

where AOijkI i i, j, k, IE 11,2 1, are the components of Ao relative to the principal 

axes e, and eo associated with A, and A2 respectively and are given by (2.4.12). 

The prime in (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) indicates differentiation with respect to r, and 

ý,, =- 19P119r, ý, O =- OP1,90. 

From the incompressibility condition (4.2.2) we deduce the existence of a function 

0 =, O(r, 0) such that 

1 
0)0) 

r 
(4.2.10) 

with the subscripts r and 0 denoting partial derivatives. Substitution of (4.2.10) 

into (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) and elimination of ý allows the equilibrium equations to be 

written as a single equation for V). To this end, we differentiate, (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) 

with respect to 0 and r, respectively, and substitute for (4.2.10) to obtain 

A'o 
1 (A10,11,1 1 

-72 _A101122 + PI)0300 + 0101111 
- 

A01122 + PI)0,001 +-AO11110,00 r r3 

Aoill, O, oo, -I 
A02222000 +1 A02222V)700r +I A011110,06, r T3 

T2- 
r 

A011220700rr +1 A02121070000 +1 A021210irOO -1 A02112V)irrOO (4.2.11) 
r3 r2 r 
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and 

A0, = 11 -rAO1212O)rr +-lAll r 
012120100 +A/01212V))r -AI01212V)7rr 

- 2rAO12127Pirrr -2AO12127Pirrr -2 A01212V)iOO +1 A01212*300r 
r3 r2 

+r AO 
1212 

V) 
7 OOr +r A0121207r +r A01212V)rr 

- 
r2 

Aol2l2V)ir 

- rAol2l2V))rrrr -I A102112000 
-1 

At 
11220100 +1 A102222000 

r2 r2 
0 

r2 

*I A102112V)700r +1 A101122000r 
-I 

A02222000r +2 A021120,00 
rrr 

73 

*2 A011220,00 
-2 A02222000 

-2 A02112000r 
-2 

A01122V)iOOr 
r3 H r2 r2 

*2 A02222V))00r +1 A02112000rr +I A011220706rr 
-I 

A022227P)OOrr 
- r2 rrr 

(4.2.12) 

Combining (4.2.11) and (4.2.12) in the expression ý,, o -ý, O, = 0, with reference to 

(2.4.17)-(2.4.20), allows the incremental equilibrium equations to take the form 

ar 
4 V), rrrr 

+2br2V) 
ýrrOO 

+C7P70000 +2(ral + a)r 
30 

irrr +2(rb' - 
b)r*ir9O 

(r 2 a" + ra' - a) (r2 Oirr -rýbir (2rb' - 2b +r2 a" + ra' -a- c), O, oo = 0, 

(4.2.13) 

where the prime again indicates differentiation with respect to r, and the notation 

a, b, c is defined by 

aýAO1212 ,c -= 
A02121,2b 

= Aoill, + A02222- 2Ao, 122- 
2AO2112- (4.2.14) 

Using (2.4.17)-(2.4.20) and (3.2.17), a, b, c can be expressed in terms of the 

strain-energy function such that 

c=A5 Wx / (A 4_ 1) =A4a, 2b + 2a = A2 I ýVv\ (4.2.15) 
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and on use of (3.2.14) it follows that 

2b = r(A4 _ I)a'+ (3A4 - 1)a. 

The strong ellipticity condition (2.5.1) takes the form of the inequalities 

(4.2.16) 

c>0 (a > 0), b>- Va- c, (4.2.17) 

and in terms of a strain-energy function in the form (3.2.17) these may be expressed 

as 

WA 
> 0, V Itu >-A 

w'\ 

A2 
-1 

A2 + l' 

4.2.2 Boundary conditions 

(4.2.18) 

Recalling (4.1.6), the boundary conditions on X, = ±A are obtained by combining 

(4.1.16) with 

ET n= ±(E,, e, + E, Oeo) (4.2.19) 

to obtain 

-E,, = A-'K(B, \, \ý + B, \, k) + A-'B, \k - B, \, ýk - Bz,, k", (4.2.20) 

E, o = (4.2.21) 

where a prime indicates differentiation with respect to s and each of (4.2.20) and 

(4.2.21) holds on P- and P+. 

Given that the boundary conditions involve the components E, and E, O of E, 

expressing them in terms of V) requires the elimination of ý from E, in (4.2-3)1, by 
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forming E,,, o =- OE,, /00 and substitution for ý, o from (4.2.9). This yields 

2 Err, O = (2b +a- Ol) (r'O, rOO -10,00 )+ ar 
3 V)irrr +(ra' + a) 

(7,2 V))rr -7-? Pir 
-000 

)) 

and, from (4.2.3)2, with reference to ul = At, = -A-'tzB, \ we obtain 

(4.2.22) 

r2 ErO = a(V), oo +rO, 
r -r 

2 07rr )+ A-1r. B, \(V), oo +rO7r )- (4.2.23) 

Expressions for A, k and v- u', required in (4.2.20) and (4.2.21), are obtained 

as follows. Using the fact that 91as = KA-IalaO, differentiation of u= ue, + veo 

(expressed in terms of v and -r) provides 

U'(S) =-I [(u, o -v)v - (u + V, O), rl (4.2.24) 
r 

and 

Uff (S) =-Iu, 99 -2v, g -u)v - (v, gg +2u, o -v)-rl. (4.2.25) 
r2 

K 

Then, making use of (4.2.24) and (4.2.25) in (4.1.10)-(4.1.12), we obtain 

ý 
-= -Auir ik=r, 

(v, o -u, oo )/r, (4.2.26) 

U, O)/r. (4.2.27) 

After differentiation of (4.2.20) with respect to 0, we can equate this equation 

with (4.2.22) and equate (4.2.21) with (4.2.23) to express each of the boundary 
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conditions in terms of V) in the form 

A2 BAA(0,00 
-TO,, Oo 

)- AnBA,, (rO,, oo +20, oooo -rO7rOOOO ) 

K2 B,, (O, oooooo +rO)rOOOO )- AB. \ (O, oooo +*, oo ) 

A2r-1 [(ral + a) (V)7oo +rV))r _r2 Oirr + (2b + a) (o, oo -rV), rOO ar3 V))rrr 

on P-, Pl. 

(A2 B, \, \ + ArB. \,, ) (V), oo -rV),, oo )- (ArB, \, +n2B, ) (V), oooo +rV),, oo ) 

(4.2.28) 

(4.2.29) 

=A2 ar. -'(*, oo +rV),, -r 27p 
; rr 

) on P-, PI. 

Boundary conditions on X2 = ±H are provided by the incremental moment and 

load 

ft 
(5C X ST N+ XX 

ýT N) dS, 6= (ýT N) dS, (4.2.30) 
,5 30 

165 

L3 0 

which, on substitution of u= ue, + veo, become 

f r+ r+ (uA-lt2 + rEoo) dr k, (EOrer + Eooeo) dr, (4.2.31) 

where r± are the values of r on X, = ±A. Note that C has both normal and shear 

components while C itself, as given by (3.2.20), has no shear component. 

4.2.3 Boundary conditions for the uncoated case 

For an uncoated block, the incremental equilibrium equation (4.2.13) is unchanged, 

but the incremental boundary conditions (4.2.28) and (4.2.29) simplify to 

ar'V),,,, - (ra' + a) (V), Oo +rV),, -r 2 V))rr )- (2b + a) (ip, oo -rV)7r6G ) : -- 0 

a(0, oo +r0� -r 
2e 

irr 
) 

---: 
0, (4.2.32) 
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on each boundary. Since a00 follows from (4.2.17), equations (4.2.32) simplify to 

ar3o"" -(2b + a) (V), oo -r, 07rOO )=0 

0, oo +rV)ir -r 
2 V) 

irr --: 
01 

on each boundary r= r±. 

(4.2.33) 

4.3 Bifurcation behaviour 

We consider separable solutions of the form 

0= O(r) cosqO, (4.3.1) 

where 0 is a real function of r, and q is a real number to be determined. Substitution 

into (4.2.13) leads to the following fourth-order differential equation for O(r) with 

coefficients depending on r 

ar 
4 otrit + 2(ra'+ a)r 

3 opt + (r 2 
a" + ra' -a- 2bq 2 )r 2e 

- (2rb'q 2- 2bq 2+r2 
all + ra' - a)ro' 

+ (2rb' - 2b +r2 a" + ra' -a- A4a + A4 a(12 )q 20 = 0. (4.3.2) 

The boundary conditions (4.2.28) and (4.2.29) become 

A2S- 30w + A2n-1 2 off 
, 'ar (ral + a)r 

[A2 B, \, \ q2+ ArB, \, q 
4+ AnB, \,, q2 + n2 B,,, 

ýq 
4 

- A'r, -'(ra'+a)-A'n-'(2b+a) 172 
]ro' 

+ [ABAq 2- AB, \q 
4_ A2 B, \, \ q2- 2AKB, \,, q 

4 

- ru 2 B,, q 
6+ A2K-l (ra'+ 2a + 2b)q 21 o=o, (4.3.3) 
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on P-, P+ and 

A2 2011 + (A2 2 
(12 + K2 2_ A2K- K-lar Bx, \q + 2AKBxx ý B,,, q , 'a)rO' 

2_ A2 22 
(14 _ r2 4)0 

= 0, + (A'r, -'aq B, \, \q -AnB, \,, q -AKB, \,, " B, q (4.3.4) 

on P-, P+. When the general solution of (4.3.2) is inserted into (4-3.3) and (4.3.4) 

we obtain a bifurcation equation identifying configurations in which non-trivial in- 

cremental solutions are possible. In general, the equation for O(r) must be solved 

numerically. 

Firstly, the parameter q may be determined by setting appropriate incremental 

boundary conditions on the ends of the block. Several sets of boundary conditions 

are possible and can be expected to yield broadly similar results. For the sake of 

tractability, we consider zero incremental displacement in the radial direction and 

vanishing normal incremental traction. Thus, at 0= ±aH, we have 

U= 0) E00 =0 (4.3.5) 

and, consequently, the incremental moment (4.2.31), vanishes. The first condition 

in (4.3.5) requires 

V), o =0 at 0= ±all, (4.3.6) 

and it follows from (4.3.1) that 

k7r 

aH 
(4.3.7) 

where k is a (positive) integer. The condition E00 =0 is consistent with it =0 

since it follows by differentiating along the boundary that u, =0 and hence, from 

(4.2.3)4, that E00 = -ý on 0= ±aH. By integrating (4.2.8) along the boundary 

and setting the constant of integration to zero we deduce that E60 = 0. 
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Since H and k appear in equation (4.3.2) and the boundary conditions (4.3.3) 

and (4.3.4) only through q, it suffices to set k=I in (4.3.7). For any given value of 

H, results for k>1 are then obtained from those for the value Hlk on the H-scale. 

To allow for all possible mode numbers we therefore take the H-scale to run from 

zero upwards. We note that (4.3.1) corresponds to a solution antisymmetric with 

respect to 0, while a symmetric solution is obtained if cosqO is replaced by sinq0 in 

(4.3.1), in which case k is replaced by k-I in (4.3.7). 2 

Numerical calculations have been carried out in respect of the neo-Hookean 

strain-energy function, (3.2.29), and for the class of strain-energy functions intro- 

duced by Ogden in (1972), namely 

3 

W(Al, A2) A3) p, (A" + AaP + A"' - 3)lce (4.3.8) 123 P7 
P=l 

for the bulk material, along with the coating energy function. In the present prob- 

lem, (4.3.8) is used with the restriction A3 --": 1 and with values of the material 

constants given (in dimensionless form) by 

ce, = 1.3ý a2 = 5.0, a3 =-2.0, 

Al = 1.491, A2 = 0.003, A3 = -0.0237, (4.3.9) 

where ýj = /-ti/ji, i (-= 11,2,3}, p being the shear modulus of the material. 

For the coating material we use the energy function defined in (3.2.30). 

For numerical purposes, we also non-dimensionalize the elastic moduli 7n, n 

associated with the coating using tile lengthscale A. As discussed in Steigmann and 

Ogden (1997a) and Ogden and Steigmann (1999), (n/7n)! 2may be interpreted as a 

measure of the effective thickness of the coating in the sense of engineering plate 
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theory [see Timoshenko and Goodier (1951)). In this way we make the identifications 

Et, Etr' 
M ; -- Tj --V2) 1 71 = 

12(l - V2) I (4.3.10) 

where E is Young's Modulus, v is Poisson's Ratio and t, is the film thickness in the 

reference configuration. This implies that 

i n) 2 
(4.3.11) 

M2ý, F3 

Since m has the dimension of px (length) and n has the dimension of px (length) 3, 

we rewrite the (scaled) material constants in dimensionless form 

mn 
m=-, n=- 

pA /tA3 
(4.3.12) 

so that ftlffi is of order (coating thickness/A)'. Given that the theory of surface 

coating is designed to treat problems in which coating thickness is very small com- 

pared with any other lengthscale, we restrict attention to values of fn, ft such that 

n Z1. 
m 

4.3.1 Numerical results 

(4.3.13) 

The solution of the system (4.3.2)-(4.3.4) leads to the requirement that a4x4 de- 

terminant should be zero. We solve this numerically using the method of compound 

matrices. This method (see Section 4.4 for details) replaces the fourth-order system 

and a4x4 determinantal condition by a sixth-order system of differential equations 

and a simple algebraic condition, and can be more accurate than the determinantal 

method. 
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Calculations have been performed for coating of the same type on both curved 

boundaries (P- and P+), coating on P- or P+ only and for the situation where no 

coating is present. 

For numerical purposes, we set A=1. Calculations have been carried out for 

values of 7h ranging from 0.01 to 10. Tile qualitative difference between results for 

different values of ffi is not significant and we therefore illustrate tile results mainly 

for fn = 1. For comparison, results are also shown for fn = 0.1 and 7h =5 to demon- 

strate the effect of changing the relative shear stiffnesses of the coating and bulk 

materials. Smaller (larger) values of ffi correspond to relatively soft (stiff) elastic 

coatings. In this connection we note that by combining (4.3.12), and (4.3.10), where 

E= 2p, (1 + v), we may deduce that fn is of order (p, lp) x (coating thickness)/A, 

where /t, is the shear modulus of the coating material. 

Note that in each of the following figures the curves are cut off on tile right at 

a value of HIA for which tile block is deformed into a sector of a circular cylinder 

such that aH = 7r, which point is reached before bifurcation occurs. 

Results for the neo-Hookean material 

In Fig. 4.1, for the neo-Hookean material, the critical value of the stretch A- (denoted 

A, ) for which bifurcation first occurs is plotted against the aspect ratio HIA of the 

block for ft = 0.001,0.005,0.01,0.015,0.02,0.025,0.03 separately (solid curves), 

and for ft = 0, when no bending stiffness is present in the coating (dashed curve), 

with ih =I in each case. These results are compared with that corresponding to 

the uncoated block (dotted curve). 

Clearly, except for small values of HIA, bifurcation is promoted by the presence 
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of a surface coating, i. e. it becomes possible at a value of A, closer to unity than 

in the uncoated case. However, an increase in the bending stiffness mitigates this 

effect, although, in view of the requirement (4.3.13), caution should be exercised in 

interpreting the results for the larger values of ft. 

In respect of the k=1 mode the dependence of bifurcation on the aspect ratio 

HIA is apparent from Fig. 4.1. For a given value of I-IIA, bifurcation can occur in 

some mode k>1 at a value of the stretch A- nearer to I than for k=1. This can 

be seen by reading off the value of the critical stretch at the location HIkA (k > 1) 

on the HIA axis. 

For relatively small values of HIA, bifurcation is, exceptionally, delayed relative 

to the uncoated case. This is accounted for by the bending stiffiiess in the coating 

suppressing bifurcation in the k=I mode, for which the wavelength is relatively 

long compared with H. 

Figure 4.2, also for the neo-Hookean material, illustrates the results when a 

surface coating is present on the P- boundary only (solid curves) and oil the P+ 

boundary only (dot-dashed curve). Again, comparison is made with the uncoated 

case (dotted curve). 

We note that when the coating is on the P- boundary only, the bifurcation 

behaviour is very similar to that observed when both curved boundaries are coated. 

By contrast, when only the P+ boundary is coated the bifurcation behaviour is very 

similar to that for an uncoated block and this result is virtually unaffected by a 

change in the value of the bending stiffness. The difference is explained by noting 

that on P- the coating is in compression and therefore susceptible to Euler-type 

buckling, while on P+ the coating is in tension. 
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In Figs 4.1 and 4.2, results for the case of no bending stiffness in the coating 

are shown (dashed curves). When ft = 0, the coating behaves in a membrane-like 

manner and, as illustrated, bifurcation occurs immediately that P- is placed in 

compression (A, = 1), the inequality (3.1.19), then being violated. This effect is 

associated with the short wavelength limit corresponding to k -+ oo and would be 

manifested as wrinkling instability in the absence of bending stiffness. 

Results for an Ogden material 

For tile strain-energy function (4.3.8) with material constants (4.3.12), results corre- 

sponding to those in Figs 4.1 and 4.2 are shown in Figs 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. The 

qualitative features are the same and there are only very small numerical differences. 

To illustrate the effect of reducing tile value of 7"n, the analogue of Fig. 4.3 is 

shown in Fig. 4.5 for fit = 0.1 and with h=0.0001,0.0005,0.001,0.002,0.003. The 

results are much closer to those for the uncoated case than for ffi =1 except for 

small values of HIA. Thus, if the shear modulus of the coating is close to that of 

the block then a coating (with bending stiffness) has little effect on bifurcation. 

By contrast, the effect of increasing m is demonstrated in Fig. 4.6 for 7h =5 and 

ii = 0.005,0.03,0.05,0.07,0.1. Clearly, a (relatively) stiff coating has a profound 

effect on bifurcation of the block: quickening its onset to a large extent. 

Conclusions 

Overall, the results show that, relative to the uncoated situation, bifurcation is 

generally advanced by the presence of a surface coating oil either or both curved 

boundaries, that is bifurcation occurs at a smaller strain. This effect is less marked 
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for a coating material whose shear modulus is comparable with that of the block 

material than for one whose shear modulus is much larger than that of the block. 

Bifurcation is delayed by an increase in magnitude of the bending stiffness of the 

coating at fixed values of the other parameters. 
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Figure 4.1: Plot of the critical stretch A, against HIA for the neo-Hookean ma- 

terial: uncoated block (dotted curve); membrane coating on P- and P+ (dashed 

curve); coating with h=0.001,0.005,0.01,0.015,0.02,0.025,0.03 on P- and P+ 

(continuous curves with the maximum decreasing as ft increases); fn = I. 
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the critical stretch against HIA for the neo-Hookean material: 

uncoated block (dotted curve); membrane coating on P- (dashed curve); coating 

with ft = 0.001,0.005,0.01,0.015,0.02,0.025,0.03 oil P- (continuous curves with 

the maximum decreasing as ft increases); coating on P+ (dot-dashed curve); fn = 1. 
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Figure 4.3: Plot of the critical stretch against HIA for an Ogden material: uncoated 

block (dotted curve); membrane coating on P- and P+ (dashed curve); coating with 

A=0.001,0.005,0.01,0.015,0.02,0.025,0.03 on P- and P+ (continuous curves 

with the maximum decreasing as A increases); fin = 1. 
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the critical stretch against HIA for an Ogden material: un- 

coated block (dotted curve); membrane coating on P- (dashed curve); coating with 

h=0.001,0.005,0.01,0.015,0.02,0.025,0.03 oil P- (continuous curves with the 

maximum decreasing as h increases); coating oil P+ (dot-dashed curve); ? in = I. 
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the critical stretch against HIA for an Ogden material: uncoated 

block (dotted curve); membrane coating on P- and P+ (dashed curve); coating with 

,h=0.0001,0.0005,0.001,0.002,0.003 on P- and P+ (continuous curves with the 

maximum decreasing as ft increases); ?: n- = 0.1. 
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the critical stretch against HIA for an Ogden material: uncoated 

block (dotted curve); membrane coating on P- and P+ (dashed curve); coating 

with ft = 0.005,0.03,0.05,0.07,0.1 on P- and P+ (continuous curves with the 

maximum decreasing as ft increases); ffi = 5. 
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4.4 The compound matrix method 

In this section we describe the compound matrix method as it is used to solve the 

incremental equilibrium equation (4.3.2) subject to the boundary conditions (4.3.3) 

and (4.3.4). 

A detailed description of the method is given in Lindsay and Rooney (1992) and 

effectively demonstrated in Haughton and Orr (1997). 

First, we set out the problem to be solved. 

We choose 

of, of/, ofll)T, 

and let 

(i) 
= (Y(i) (i), W (i))T of/, III)T, y11 Y2 Y3 I Y4 i 

oi 

for i=f1,2}. 

(4.4.1) 

(4.4.2) 

Then we can rewrite the incremental equilibrium equation (4.3.2) as 

y' = A(r, a)y (4.4.3) 

where A depends on the variable r and the parameter a and the components of 

matrix A take the form 

0100 

0010 

0001 

-D -C -B -A 
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and the non-zero components are obtained from (4.3.2). Similarly, the boundary 

conditions become 

Cy =0 (4.4.4) 

on the P- and P+ boundaries, where 

GFEI 

KJ10 

and the non-zero components of C are obtained from (4.3.3) and (4.3.4). 

Now, consider two independent solutions y(') and y(2) to (4.3.2), satisfying the 

required initial conditions (4.3.3) and (4.3.4) on P-. Then the general solution to 

any initial value problem satisfying the two initial conditions is 

Y --` ClY(l) + C2Y(2) 

for arbitrary cl and C2. 

Hence, from (4.4.4) using (4.4.2), we need to satisfy 

(4.4.5) 

1/1 11) + E(c, O" (4.4.6) (ClOl + C2012 1+ C20121) + F(c, O'l + C2012) + G(c, Ol + C202) : -" 
0 

1) + ACIOI + C2012) + K(cjýj + C202) ý0 (4.4.7) (Cl Oll + C2012 

on P+. 

This requires that we find cl and C2 such that 
1 

+ EO" + FO' + G02 O'l" + EO'1'+ FO'l + Go, 0'2 
22 Cl 

11 + jol + K02 C2 ol Jol + KO, 02 
2 

on P+. We need cl and C2 non-zero, which leads to 

O'j"+EO'j'+FO1+GOj 0'2"+EO'2'+FO'2+GO2 

/I + 01 JO' + KO, + io' + K02 
1 

02 
2 

0" + JO' + KO, 11 

KJ10 

0" + JO' + K02 1 C2 221 

=0 (4.4.8) 

= (4.4.9) 
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on P+. 

The direct approach (i. e. the determinantal method) uses tile solutions of the 

initial value problem to construct entries of the determinant in (4.4.9) which is 

then calculated arithmetically from these entries. Since the parameter, a, is chosen 

to make the determinant zero, unacceptable levels of inaccuracy may result from 

numerical cancellation of significant figures. 

By contrast, the compound matrix method calculates the determinant indirectly 

without the need for additional arithmetic, thus avoiding possible rounding-off er- 

rors, as we now show. 

As this problem involves four equations with two boundary conditions at each 

end of the interval, we require 'C2 =6 compound variables and, hence, have to solve 

a system of 6 equations. 

The compound variables are then defined, using (4.4.2), as follows 

Z1 = 

Z2 = 

and, similarly, 

(1) (2) 
Yi Yi 

(1) (2) 
Y2 Y2 

(1) (2) 
Yi Yi 

(1) (2) 
Y3 Y3 

Z3 

Z4 

Z5 

Z6 

: -- 01012 - 01021 

01011 - 011027 

01012 - 0111021 it 

ofoll - oflof 
121 21 

010111 /it I 
12- 

01027 

0 /lo/// 
- 0111011 

121 2' 

(4.4.10) 
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After some work, using (4.4.2) and (4.4.3), we obtain 

I ZI Z2 

Z2 Z4 + Z3 
1 

z' = z5 - Az3 - 
BZ2 - CZ12 

3 

I Z4 --": Z51 

I Z5 = Z6- AZ5- Bz4+ Dzl, 

z/ = -AZ6 + CZ4 + Dz2, 
6 

which can be expressed in the form 

(4.4.11) 

Az. (4.4.12) 

The initial conditions are obtained directly froin the boundary conditions (4.4.4). 

We can set zj, on P- boundary, to be constant, say z, (P-) = 1, and express all the 

(1) (2) (2) (1) initial conditions in terms of z, (P-) = yj Y2 _ YI Y2 

Then, for example, 

Z2(P-) 

(1) Yi 

(1) Y3 

(2) 
Yi 

(1) (2) 
Yi Yi 

(2) 
Y3 

and similarly for the other 

z(P-) takes the form 

-JY2(l) - Ky(ll) (2) (2) 
-JY2 - Ky, 

= -il 

initial conditions. Hence, the completed initial vector 

z(P-) = (1, -J, EJ - F, K, G- EK, FK - JG)T- (4.4.13) 

The target condition is obtained using the boundary conditions on the P+ boundary. 

As discussed earlier, we require that (4.4.9) holds on P+. Expanding the determinant 

in (4.4.9), using (4.4.10), yields the target condition 

(GJ - PK)zi + (C - EK)Z2 - KZ3 + (F - EJ)z4 - JZ5 - zr, =0 (4.4.14) 
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on the P+ boundary. 

The compound matrix method then consists of solving the system of six first 

order equations (4.4.11) subject to the initial conditions (4.4.13). The bifurcation 

parameter, a, is then adjusted until the target condition (4.4.14) is satisfied. Con- 

sequently, the accuracy of the compound matrix method is only dependent on the 

accuracy obtained in the solution of (4.4.12). 
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Chapter 5 

Vibration of a surface-coated 

elastic block subject to bending 

5.1 Surface coating dynamics 

5.1.1 Kinematics and equations of motion 

This chapter extends the static case, of Chapters 3 and 4, to allow for the dynamics 

of the pre-flexed, uncoated and coated elastic blocks considered previously. 

Firstly, we set out the plane-strain dynamic theory for surface-coated elastic 

solids, developed by Ogden and Steigmann (1999). This involves establishing equa- 

tions of motion for a surface-coated elastic body and including the effects of the 

inertia of the coating. Equations governing the motion of the film provide boundary 

conditions for the displacement of the bulk solid. Corresponding governing equa- 

tions for vibration of an uncoated, pre-stressed, elastic block then emerge as a special 

case. 
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The preliminaries required in this dynamic context follow the pattern of Section 

3.1, now with the inclusion of time dependence. 

As in Chapter 3, we consider the plane. deformation of a body whose plane section 

occupies the two-dimensional region L30 in its natural (stress-free) configuration and 

whose image in the current configuration is Bt. The deformation of the body is now 

described by (2.1.2) such that 

X(X, t), XEB,, tE -T, 
(5.1.1) 

where t is time and I an appropriate time interval. For each t C- 1, X is invertible 

and possesses the required regularity properties. 

The deformation gradient tensor (2.1.4) now takes the form 

GradX(X, t). (5.1.2) 

The arclength, S, describes the boundary aBO of BO, as before, so that X(S) is 

the parametrization of points on 980. 

'Ale assume that a subset P of Wo is coated with a thin elastic film that deforms 

as a material curve. Then, if 15 is the image of P in St, its position vector may be 

written 

r (S, t) =X (X (S), t) (5.1.3) 

for those S for which X(S) is on P. The unit tangent T(S) =- X'(S) to P maps to 

r'(S, t) =A (X (S), t) T (S) =- A (S, t) -r (S, t) 

under the deformation, where r (S, t) is the unit tangent to P at S, 

A(S, t) = IA(X(S), t)X'(S) I>0 (5.1.5) 
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is the stretch of P induced by X and a prime indicates differentiation with respect 

to S. If, on P, the arclength parameter is denoted by s(S, t) then 

. s' (S, t) =A (S, t). 

Let V(S, t) be the angle which defines the direction of r such that 

,r (S, t) = cos79 (S, t) el + sin? 9 (S, t) e2 - 

Then, 

(S, t) =kxr (S, 

is the leftward unit normal to P, where k =- el x e2 is the unit normal to the plane 

of BO and Bt. It follows that 

Ir, (S, t) =K (S, t) v (S, t), r" = A'(S, t), r (S, t) +A (S, t) tz (SI t) v (S, t), 

where 

K (S, t) = 19' (S, t) 

and the physical curvature of P is A-'n. 

The strain energy per unit area is denoted by W(A) for the bulk solid in L30. As 

in Section 3.1, we take the strain energy of the coating, B, per unit length of P to 

depend only on A and r. so that 

B= B(A, n). (5.1.11) 

As in the static case, variational arguments yield 

F= 
aB 

= BN 
aA - 

(5.1.12) 
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as the tangential component of force on P, and 

OB 
Br, (5.1.13) 

as the bending moment associated with the flexure of P. The force acting oil a point 

of P is again defined by 

F-r + Gv, 

where G is a Lagrange multiplier, described in Section 3.1. 

In the absence of body forces, the equation of motion (2.2.8), of the bulk material, 

takes the standard form 

Div S=p, x, tt in Bo, 

where p, is the mass density per unit area of Bo and (. ), t represents the material 

time derivative. The boundary conditions derived for the static case are carried over 

to the present context. Thus, 

x=ý on 19BO" 

ST N= to on 9BO', (5.1.17) 

where Wo and i9L30 are parts of Bo on which, respectively, position ý and traction 

to are prescribed. Further boundary conditions are provided by derivation of the 

equations governing the motion of the surface coating, which we now discuss. In 

considering the linear momentum balance of the film, we take ail arbitrary section 

[Sl, S21 EP where S measures arclength along P and S2 > Sl 
- 

NVC let FI and F2 be 

forces applied to the ends S, and S2, respectively, of the section, where F2 = F(S2, t) 
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and F(S, t), from (5-1.14), is defined to be the force exerted by the material in (S, S21 

oil that in [Si, S]. Then, the balance of linear momentum for the film is given by 

F, +F2+B= 
d S2 

por, t dS, 
dt 

fs, 

where po in the mass density of the film per unit reference length and 

.S 
B 

fS2 

ST N dS, 
sl 

(5.1.18) 

(5.1.19) 

the force exerted by the substrate on the film, is equal and opposite to that trans- 

mitted to the substrate by the film. 

Now, assuming the integrands in (5.1.18) and (5.1.19) are bounded and that 

F(S, t) is a continuous function of S, we let the length of the interval tend to zero 

to obtain F(SI, t) + F, = 0. 

Hence, we can write (5.1.18) in the form 

fz 
sl 

S2 

ST N- por, tt) dS = 0. (5.1.20) 

Since the interval is arbitrary, (5.1.20) reduces to the local equation of motion 

F'(S) = ST N+ por, tt. (5.1.21) 

We also consider the moment-of-momentum balance for the film which we take 

to be 

S2 

(M, +M2)k+r, x F, + r2 x F2+ 
isi 

rx (-ST N) dS 

d fS2 d 
S2 

; 
por x r, t dS + k7- 

f 
I'd, t dS, (5.1.22) 

dt st; si 

where JWI and M2 are the moments applied to the ends of the interval, k= -r XV 

is the (fixed) unit normal to the plane of motion, and I(S) is the mass moment 
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of inertia per unit reference length. The final integral in (5.1.22) is the rotatory 

inertia term. We assume that M2 = M(S2, t), where M(S, t)k is the moment exerted 

by the material in (S, S2] on that in [Si, S1. This is the value of the constitutive 

function (5.1-13) at (S, t). With reference to appropriate boundness and continuity 

assumptions, we obtain M (Si, t) + M, = 0, and with our previous results the leading 

terms on the left-hand side of (5.1.22) may then be combined into the expression 

S2 
S2 

AI'dS + [r x F] sl. s1 
(5.1.23) 

The second term in (5.1.23) can be written as the integral of r' xF+rxP in which 

r' and F are replaced by (5.1.4) and (5.1.21) respectively and F is given by (5.1.14). 

The resulting form of the global balance law is equivalent to the local equation 

A, I'(S) + AG = li9, tt (5.1.24) 

which effectivley determines, in terms of the motion, the otherwise arbitrary function 

G(S, t) and, in the present formulation, the inertia coefficient, 1, is taken to be 

independent of the motion. 

Consequently, the equations governing the motion of the film are (5.1.21) and 

(5.1.24) along with (5.1.12), (5.1.13) and (5.1-14). In effect, (5.1.21) couples the film 

behaviour to that of the bulk material and can be regarded as a boundary condition 

for the solution of (5.1.15) while (5.1.24) provides an expression for G(S, t). [These 

details can be found in Ogden and Steigmann (1999)]. 

5.1.2 Incremental equations 

As in Chapter 4, an incremental deformation is now superimposed oil the initial 

quasi-static finite deformation, which is described by the equations in Chapter 3 
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with the time dependence omitted, with (5.1.21) and (5.1.24) replacing (3.1.23) and 

(3.1.24), in this context. The displacement is now given by 

U(X, t) =j= 5C(X, t). (5.1.25) 

Following from Section 4.1, Nanson's formula again takes the form An = A-TN 

and Z is defined 

ýT N= AET (5.1.26) 

where S is the nominal stress increment and A is given by (5.1.6). Linearized, E 

becomes 

Z= Aor+pr -a (5.1.27) 

where I is the (two-dimensional) identity tensor, r is the displacement gradient and 

the linearized incremental incompressibility condition is 

trr = o. (5.1.28) 

The incremental equation of motion (2.4.26) can now be written in the form 

divE = pu, tt , (5.1.29) 

where div is tile divergence operator in St and p is the density of the bulk material 

per unit area. 

Incremental coupling equations, obtained by taking increments of (5.1.21) and 

(5.1.24) and updating to tile current configuration 13t, provide 

PI(S' t) =: ET n+ A-lpou, tt (s, t)) (5.1.30) 
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and 

1ý1'(s, + A-'ýG = A-11ý, tt 

where u= u(s, t) when evaluated on P and the prime now indicates differentiation 

with respect to s, use having been made of A= dsIdS in changing the independent 

variable from S to s. The form of the inertia term in (5.1.31) is appropriate whether 

or not I is strain dependent since the equations are linearized with respect to it fixed 

configuration of the film. 

Similarly to (4.1.10), (4.1.11) and (4.1.12) we derive 

(5.1.32) 

i- = [v - u'(s, t) I v, il = -[v - u'(s, t)]-r, (5.1.33) 

as well as 

ý=v- U1, u' A -'ý, r + (v - u') v. (5.1.34) 

These expressions are required in 

P=B, 
\, \ 

A+ BA,, k, ff = B, \, ýý + B, k (5-1.35) 

and 

P= Pr Fi- + Ov + Gzý, (5.1-36) 

where 6 is determined from (5.1.31). After substitution from (5.1.31) and (5.1.33), 

we obtain 

= 
ýp + AI'(V - U') - A-, 119, tt (v - U') 

17 

+ JF(v 
- u') _ Aýl + 1\-IýMl + 1\-11ý'Jt _A-2AIg, tt 

I 
V. (5.1.37) 
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Note that (5.1.37) differs from (4.1.13) by inclusion of the rotatory inertia terms. 

Differentiating with respect to s and making use of -r' = A-'Kv, v' = -A-'K-r, 

yields 

k(s) JP+ M"(v - u') + M'(v - u") - A-'nM'(, r - u') 

A-, K, [F(v - u') -k+ A-'ýM'] +A -2A/1,0, tt (V. UI) 

A-'Id', tt (v - u') + A-'Klz9, tt (T- - u') - A-'lz9, tt (v - u") 

A-2K -3K , 1ý, tt +A ýJtq, 
tt }-r 

+ JA-'r, [P + M'(v - u')] + F'(v - u') + F(v - u. ") 

- A-'KF(7- - u') - 
if" + A-'ýM" + A-1kA/1'_ A-2 A'ýM' 

- A-2A/1ý7tt +A-11ý', tt +2A-3A1ý1tq, tt _A-2ý1119, tt _A-2ý101 'tt 

- A-2 KIO, tt (v - U')}v (5.1.38) 

on each coated boundary. It is taken as implicit that tile prime indicates differenti- 

ation with respect to s. 

Further substitutions from (5.1.32)-(5.1.34) results in 

tl(S) {PI + Mffý + A-1kjjI _ A-2M ýýM/ 

"A, 11 + A-2AIID A-lr. Fý + A-1x *W 

A-1jdi'tt ý_ A-2kjlg, tt _A-2njý,, t 

+ A-'Ký10, tt J-r 

+f A-1nP + A-lsM'ý + F'ý + A-lizF 

k" + A-ýMfl + A-lkAfl -A -2, \/ýAj/ 

A-2A/. [ý tt +A-11ý', tt +2A-3AIýjtq, tt 

A-2ý/119, tt _A-2ýjy'tt -2tZjjq, tt -A (5.1.39) 
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In the present context, A and /z are constant on the coated boundaries so A' = 

and, recalling (3.2.24), F= M' = 0. Hence 

t'(S) = 

- A-2kT79, tt _A-2njý'tt +A -3KýJtq, tt 
pr 

+ IA-1rP + A-'kF - JýP + A-'Iý', tt 

- 
\-2ý11Tq W- \-2ý1191 

'tt - A-2KIg, tt V (5.1.40) 

which on substitution of (5.1.35) becomes 

P'(s) = 

- A-11ilittý_A-2kpo Itt -A-2tCjý'tt +A -3tZ ýH, 
tt }-r 

+ {A-'KBA, \A + A-1rB, \,, k + A-'B, \k - B, \,, k 
- B,,, k" 

+ A-W', tt -A 
-2 ýIjlq 

tt -A -2ýjol 
7tt - A-2tZjlg, 

tt 
ý}V 

on each coated boundary. This equation is the dynamic counterpart of (4.1.16) and 

differs from (4.1.16) by the inclusion of terms in I and 0. 

5.2 Derivation of frequency equations for a 

surface-coated elastic block 

5.2.1 Incremental equations of motion 

As in Chapter 4, the displacement is given by u= ue, + veo, the components of the 

displacement gradient r with respect to the polar coordinate axes are 

rrr 
---: U)r i 

FrO : --: (u, o -v) /r, 
r'Or ý V7r i 

FOO : -.,: 
(U + V, o 

Vr, (5.2.1) 
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and the incompressibility condition is given by 

r'� + roo =- (ruir +U + Viü )/r = 0- (5.2.2) 

The components of E are again given by (4.2.3). 

The incremental equations of motion (5.1.29) are expressed in polar coordinate 

form as 

aErr 
+1 

aEor 
+1 (E, 

r - F-00) ý PUitt 3 57 -r -'570- r 
aErO 

+1 
aEO0 

+1 (ErO + EOr) = PV, tt - 19T r 190 r 

Substitution of (4.2.3) into (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) yields 

(5.2.3) 

(5.2.4) 

r 
2ý 

r= [r(Aollll - 
A01122 + PI) + A01111 + A02222 

- 
2Ao, 1221 'rUir (5.2.5) 

(AO1111 - 
A01122)r 2U 

wr +A02121 (UiOO 
-ViO 

) +A02112rVirO _r2pU, tt , 

'rAo : -- (r'4101212 +AO1212)(rv,, +u, o -v), + Ao1212 r2 V7rr 

(A02112 +AO1122 -A02222)ru)rO -r 
2 

PV, tt , (5.2.6) 

where AOijkI 
i i, j, k, IE 11,2}, are the components of Aq relative to the principal 

axes e, and eo associated with A, and A2 respectively and the prime in (5.2.5) and 

(5.2.6) indicates differentiation with respect to r. Equations (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) differ 

from (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) by inclusion of the terms in p. 

Substitution of 

1 
Olo 

IV7 
r 

(5.2.7) 

into (5.2.5) and (5.2.6), following differentiation of (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) with respect 

to 0 and r respectively, and then combining the resulting equations in the expression 
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ArO -AOr = 0, allows the incremental equations of motion to be written as a single 

equation for 0. This is 

ar4o irrrr +2br 2 OirrOO +cO, oogo +2(ra' + a)r 
3 03rrr +2(rb' - b)ro7rOO 

(7,2 a" + ra' - a) (r 2 V) 
; rr -rýbir )- (2rb' - 2b +r2a 11 + ra' -a- c)o, oo 

- pr 2 (7p, oott +rV), rtt +r 2 ? P, 
rrtt 

)= 01 (5.2.8) 

where the prime again indicates differentiation with respect to r, and a, b and c are 

again given by (4.2.14). The strong ellipticity conditions then follow from (4.2.17). 

5.2.2 Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions on X, = ±A are obtained by combining (5.1.30) with 

ET n= ±(Errer + Eroeo) to obtain 

P, (S) = -(Iýrr + A-lpou, tt )v + (Ero + A-lpov, tt )-r on P+ 

-(Err - A_lPOU, tt )V + (Er9 - A_'POV, tt )7- on P- (5.2.9) 

where a prime indicates differentiation with respect to s. Since ýd =0+Z on P+ 2 

and 0=0+ 21 on P-, it follows that and since the underlying deformation 2 

is static, V, tt = 0. Then (5.1.41) can be rewritten as 

V(S) JB, \, \ý'+ B, \, k'- A-lnB, \ý A-ltzB, \,, 
k 

_ \-2n + A-'KB,,, k' Jý'tt }, r 

fA-1r,, B, \, \ý+A-lKBAk+A-lBAk 

B, \,, 
A" 

- B,,,, k" + A-lI6', tt }v (5.2.10) 
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on each coated boundary. Now, equating (5.2.10) with (5.2.9) yields 

-(Err+A-lPOU, tt) = jA-1rB, \, \ý+A-lnBx, k+A-lB, \k 

+ A-1101)tt IV 

(E, o+A-'pov, tt) = 

\-2njý'tt pr 

which hold on P+, and 

-(Iýrr - A-lPOUtt) 

(E, g - A-'pov, t, )= 

= fA-lKB. \), 
ý+A-lKB, 

\,. k +A-IBAk 

(5.2.11) 

(5.2.12) 

- 
BA,, k 

- Bcjz" + A-11ý', tt }v (5.2.13) 

JB, \), ý'+ B, \, i-. '- A-lnB, \ý + A-1rB, \,, A' 

A-'KB, k' - A-2njý, tt }, r 

which hold on P-. 

Given that the boundary conditions involve the components E, and EO of E, 

expressing them in terms of V) requires the elimination of ý from E, using (4.2.3)1, 

by forming E,,, o and substitution for ý, O from (5.2.6), as in Chapter 4. This yields 

r2 Err, O = (2b+a+A-lKBA)(rV), 
rOO-V), 00)+ar 

3 O)rrr 

+ (ra' + a) (r'03rr -rV)7r -000 
3 

P07rit 7 

and, as in the static case (4.2.23), we also obtain 

r2E, o = a(, O, oo +rV),, _r2V)", ) + \-ltzB, \(r*, r +0,90). 

(5.2.15) 

(5.2.16) 

Following differentiation of (5.2.11) and (5.2.13) with respect to 0 we substitute 

(5.2.15) into (5.2.11) and (5.2.13) and substitute (5.2.16) into (5.2.12) and (5.2-14). 
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Hence, on use of (5.2.7), we can express each of the boundary conditions in terms 

of V). It is necessary to make use of the results 

A= 
-Au,, ,k= K(v, o -u, oo 

)/r, (5.2.17) 

ý= (v - U, O )/r. (5.2.18) 

Equations (5.2.11)-(5.2.14) now yield 

A2B. \, x(V), oo -ro,, Oo) - ArB. \,, (ro,, Oo +20,0000 -rV),, Oooo) 

+ r, 2 B,,,, (0,000000 +ro,, Oooo AB, \(? P, oooo +0,00 (r? p, oott +V), Oooott 

2K-1 2 A (ra' +a) (ýb, oo +rO)r -r V3 )7rr 
)+ (2b + a) (0,00 -rV)irOO ar V), rrr 

r 3pV)"tt 
-A-lrpoo, oott I (5.2.19) 

(A 2 B, \, \ + ArB. \, )(O, oo -rO, oo) - (AnB, \,, + tC2 B,, ) (ýb, oooo +rV/,, Oo ) 

+ I(ro, tt +0,00tt )= A2 aK-1(0, oo +rO, 
r -r 

2 O, 
rr 

AK-lr 2POV) 
rtt (5.2.20) 

on the coated boundary P+, and 

A2B. \A(O, oo -ro,, oo AKB, \,, (ro,, oo +20,0009 -rV),, oooo 

+ K2 ý B,,,, (o, oooooo +rO,, oooo AB, \ (o, oooo +0,00 l(ro, oott +V), Oooott 

A2r-1 3 V) 
, j(ra'+a)(V), oo+rO,, _r2o", + (2b + a) (V), oo -r? P,, oo ar Irrr 

r 
3PO, 

rtt +A-lrpOV), oott } (5.2.21) 

(A 2 B, \, \ + AnB. \,. ) (V), oo -rO, oo )- (ArB, \,, + K2 Bj (V), oooo +rvl,, oo ) 

+ l(rO, rtt +0,00tt )=A2 an-' (0, oo +rV), r -r 
20 

7rr 
)+ An-'r 2POO 

rtt (5.2.22) 

on the coated boundary P-. 
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In the above boundary conditions, we take the moment of inertia I (per unit 

length in P) to be that of a rod about the axis k through its centre. Thus I has the 

standard form 

I= 
pot2 d (5.2.23) 
12 

where td is the deformed coating thickness. Let po = p, t,, where p, is the mass 

density of the film per unit reference area and t, is the film thickness in the reference 

configuration. Then, I may also be written 

p, tlt, d 

12 
(5.2.24) 

The boundary conditions u= E00 =0 on 0= ±aH are unaffected by the inclusion 

of time dependence, as are the expressions (4.2.31) for the incremental moment and 

load. 

5.2.3 Boundary conditions for the uncoated case 

For the case of vibration of an uncoated block, the incremental equation of mo- 

tion (5.2.8) is unchanged, but the incremental boundary conditions (5.2.19)-(5.2.22) 

become 

ar 
3 O)rrr 

-(2b + a)(O, oo -rOwOO r 3PO 
irtt -= 

0 

000 +rV)7r -r 
20 

irr =0 (5.2.25) 

on each boundary r= r±, similarly to (4.2.33) but now with ap term in (5.2-25)1. 
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Chapter 6 

Dynamic behaviour 

6.1 Frequency equations 

We consider separable solutions of the form 

V) = O(r) cosq0e"', (6.1.1) 

where 0 is a real function of r, and q is a real number to be determined. Substitution 

into (5.2.8) leads to the following fourth-order differential equation for O(r) with 

coefficients depending on r 

ar 
4 oini + 2(ra'+ a)r 

30111+ (r2 all + ra' -a- 2bq 2+r2 PW 2)r 2011 

- (2rb'q 2- 2bq 2+r2 
a" + ral -a-r2 PW 2 )rol 

(2rb' - 2b +r2 a" + ra' -a- 
A4 a+ A4 aq 

2-r 2PW2 )q 20 
= 0. (6.1.2) 
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The boundary conditions (5.2.19)-(5.2.22) now become 

A2n- r3ow + A2X-l 12 ott 'a , (ra + a)r 

224 
q2 + r2 4 + [A B, \. \q + AKB, \,, q + ArB, \, " B,,, 

ýq 

- A'r. -' (ra' + a) _ A2 r, - 1 (2b + a) q2+ A2tZ- 'r 2PW2 
_ JW2 q 

21rot 

+ [AB, \q 
2- ABxq 4_ A2 B, \, \q 

2- 2Ar. Bx,, Q4 _ r. 2 BqG 

A2tZ-1 (ra'+ 2a + 2b)q 2+ \r, -lrpoW2 q2+ IW2q 4 ]0 
= 0, 

A2 2011 + (A2 22+ 
r2 

2_ A2K- 12_ IW2 -lar \, \q + 2Ar 'a - AK- rpow nB BNq B,, q )rO' 

(, \2 r, -laq 2_ \2 Bx), q 
2-AKB, 

\, (12 - Ar. B»; q 
4-K2 B��q 4+ iW2q2 )0 = 

on P+, and 

A2 - 3011/+A2K-1 1 2011 
s, lar , (ra + a)r 

+ [A 2 B, \, \q 
2+Ar, B, \, 

42+ n2 B,,, 
ýq 

4 

ýq + ArB, \,, q 

2K-1 2M-1 2+ A2K- 2PW2 22 
-A (ra'+ a) -A, (2b + a)q , 'r - lw q JrOl 

+ [AB, \q 
2- AB, \q 

4_ A2 B, \, \ q2- 2AtzB, \, ýq 
4_ rt, 2 B,,,, q6 

+ A2n-1 (ra' + 2a + 2b)q 2_ Ar. -lrPOW2 q2+ JW2 q4 
lo 

= 0, (6.1.5) 

A2n- lar 2011 + (A2 2 2+S2 2 POW2 _ IW2 B, N, \ q+2Ar. B, \,, q, B,, 
ýq _ A2S 'a + Ar. -lr )ro' 

(, \2K-1 2_ A2 22_ K2 + JW2(12 + aq B x, \ q-AKB, \, ý q-Ar. B, \, ý q4 B�, q4 )0 = 0, (6.1.6) 

on P-. 

When the general solution of (6.1.2) is inserted into (6.1.3)-(6.1.6) we obtain 

the frequency equation identifying the frequency of vibrations of the elastic surface- 

coated block. In general, the equation for O(r) must be solved numerically. 
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The parameter q is determined by imposing incremental boundary conditions on 

tile ends of the block. Thus, at 0 ±aH, we have 

u 07 E00 =0 

as in Chapter 4, and, it follows that 

(6.1.7) 

Oo =0 at 0= ±aH, 

Hence 

k-, r 
aH 

(6.1.9) 

where k is a (positive) integer. As before, k=I suffices in (6.1.9) and for a given 

value of H, results for k>I are then obtained from those for the value Hlk. 

Numerical calculations have been carried out in respect of the neo-Hookean 

strain-energy function (3.2.29) and for the class of strain-energy functions (4.3.8), 

introduced by Ogden (1972), along with the coating energy function (3.2.30). 

Previously we considered the non-dimensionalization of material constants in 

relation to numerical bifurcation results, namely 

mn 
7n=-, n= 

ILA ILA3 
(6.1.10) 

In obtaining numerical vibration results, further non-dimensionalization of material 

constants appearing in equations (6.1.2)-(6.1.6) is required. As the relevant terms 

only appear in these equations in conjunction with w, we non-dimensionalize W2 

POW 2 and fW2 as follows. A measure of the frequency of vibrations is given by 

f2 
= pW2 A2 hL. (6.1.11) 
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Similarly, with reference to po = p, t,, we define 

fýo 
_-= pOW2 Aly = pj,! ýlp 

where i, = t, 1A. 

The moment of inertia term, in non-dimensional form, becomes 

IW2 = IW2 IpA = IQ 

where, from (5.2.24), 

3 -2pp I= IlpA =A /12p 

making use of the assumed incompressibility of the film material, so that td ---" A-Itr- 

Note, from (4.3.11) and (4.3.12), that t, is defined as 

( 1/2 

2 -vF3 A 
m 

and, as before, we limit the values of 7in and h such that 

n ZZ1. 
m 

6.2 Numerical results 

(6.1.16) 

The system (6.1.2)-(6.1.6) is solved using the method of compound matrices, as ill 

Chapter 4. 

The frequency of vibration of a surface-coated block depends on the deforma- 

tion of the bulk material, the material properties of the bulk and film materials 

and the relative densities of the two materials. This dependence is now illustrated 

graphically. 
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Calculations have been performed for coating of the same type on both curved 

boundaries (P- and P-ý), coating on P- or P+ only, and for the situation where 

no coating is present. For illustrative purposes, we concentrate on results where the 

surface coating occupies only one boundary, P- or P+. 

As in Chapter 4, we set A=1, for numerical simplicity, and give results mainly 

for 7*n =1 and for the range ft = 0.001,0.005,0.01,0.02. Results for lower (0.0005) 

and higher (0.03) values of ft show little qualitative difference from the range con- 

sidered here. The influence of the relative densities of the bulk and film materials 

is examined by considering a range of density ratios p, lp = 0.1,0.5,1,3,5. 

Numerical results are illustrated graphically by plotting frequency, Q, (vertical 

scale) against stretch, A+, (horizontal scale) for fixed heights H=I and H=2. 

Results for blocks of height greater than H=2 were calculated. However, it was 

found that setting H=3, and above, leads to little change (from the H=2 case) 

in the underlying character of the graphs but does result in proportionate decreases 

in frequency as height increases. 

The first four possible solution branches are used to demonstrate vibration be- 

haviour of the block and the cut-off point for the solution branches on the right of 

the figures corresponds to the value of A+ for which the block is deformed into a 

sector of a circular cylinder such that aH =7r. 

We note that for a given value of HIA, vibration results for modes k>1 call be 

viewed by reading the value of the frequency for a given A+ from the HIkA graph 

pertaining to the same parameter values. For example, a result for HIA =5 (and 

k= 5) is the same as that for HIA =1 (with k= 1). 

Vibration results for uncoated blocks of various heights, obtained for a neo- 
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Hookean material, are shown in Fig. 6.1. Clearly, tile height of the block has a sig- 

nificant effect on its dynamic behaviour as the frequency of vibration falls markedly 

with increased height. 

Solution branches tending to zero in Fig. 6.1 correspond to the bifurcation results 

of Chapter 4 only up to HIA = 2. For aspect ratios HIA = 2.5,3,5 the earlier 

bifurcation results show that bifurcation of the uncoated block has not occurred 

before aH = 7r is reached, yet the vibration results register the respective bifurcation 

points as occurring at aH = 7r, which is obviously wrong (see dashed solution 

branches in Fig. 6.1). This discrepancy can be explained by obtaining analytical 

bifurcation results for an uncoated block for the specific case when aH = 7r. This 

is achieved by setting q=I in (4.3.2) and we find that tile resulting bifurcation 

criterion never equals zero. Hence, we conclude that if bifurcation does not occur 

before aH = 7r, it does not occur at all. So, although as HIA -4 oo the numerical 

method gives spurious critical points at aH = 7r, we regard such results as being 

mathematically correct but lacking a physical interpretation. This effect has also 

been observed in a recent paper, Haughton (1998). 

Figure 6.2 illustrates corresponding uncoated results for ail Ogden material 

where, as in Fig. 6.1, the dashed solution branches represent the erroneous bifurca- 

tion results obtained for HIA = 2.5 and above. As the results in Fig. 6.2 are almost 

identical to those in Fig. 6.1, all subsequent results make use of the neo-Hookean 

strain-energy function only. 

Figs 6.3-6.8 illustrate how increasing flexural stiffness in tile coating effects the 

vibration behaviour of blocks of height H=1 and H=2 when surface coating 

is on the P+ boundary only, for a range of density ratios. Figs 6.3 and 6.6 show 
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that when the bulk material dominates the density ratio, increased flexural stiffness 

has no effect on the frequency of vibration for either height. Indeed, the results 

are almost identical to those for the equivalent uncoated blocks in Fig. 6.1. When 

the substrate and film are of equal density, as in Figs 6.4 and 6.7, frequency is 

slightly reduced with increased flexural stiffness, for each height. In contrast to the 

results for p, lp = 0.1, when the film density is dominant Figs 6.5 and 6.8 show 

that increasing flexural stiffness has the effect of greatly reducing the frequency of 

vibration, for small amounts of stretch. In Fig 6.5 (graph D) two solution branches 

appear to almost intersect but closer inspection (graph E) proves they do not. 

The solution branches tending to zero in Figs 6.3-6.8 correspond to the previously 

obtained bifurcation results and we note that, as in Chapter 4, when a coating is 

present only on the P+ boundary flexural stiffness has no effect on the onset of 

bifurcation. 

Now we consider blocks of height H=1 and H=2 coated only oil the P- 

boundary. Figs 6.9-6.14 illustrate these results and a similar pattern emerges to 

that observed in the corresponding results for a block coated on P+ only. When 

the density ratio is small, in Figs 6.9 and 6.12, increasing flexural stiffness has no 

effect on vibration behaviour for either height. Figures 6.10 and 6.13 show that 

equating the two material densities results in a decrease in frequency as flexural 

stiffness increases. This trend is repeated in Figs 6.11 and 6.14 when the film density 

dominates and increasing flexural stiffness corresponds to decreasing frequency of 

vibration. In Fig. 6.11, two solution branches appear close to intersection (graph C) 

but reference to graph E shows this is not the case. 

The solution branches tending to zero frequency in Figs 6.9-6.14, echoing the 
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bifurcation behaviour of Chapter 4, show that increasing flexural stiffness delays the 

onset of bifurcation in a block with coating present on the P- boundary only. 

For fixed height and flexural stiffness, Figs 6.15-6.17 demonstrate how the relative 

densities of the two materials influence the dynamic behaviour of a block coated on 

P+ only. In Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.17 (graphs A, C and E) the coating has minimal 

flexural stiffness and we find that frequency steadily decreases as the density ratio 

increases, for each height. A coating with a large amount of flexural stiffness present, 

as in Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 (graphs B, D and F), results in a more pronounced 

decrease in frequency as the film density becomes more dominant, particularly for 

small amounts of stretch for each height. 

The solution branches tending to ý2 =0 in Figs 6.15-6.17 highlight the fact that 

bifurcation behaviour of the block is independent of the relative densities of the two 

materials - as would be expected. 

Comparison of Figs 6.17 and 6.18, pertaining to H=2 and H=3 respectively, 

illustrates the fact that increased height has only a small effect on the frequency of 

vibration. Note that the dashed solution branches in Fig. 6.18 are those pertaining 

to the false bifurcation results discussed previously. 

When a coating with little flexural stiffness is present on the P- boundary only, 

the effect of the relative densities of the two materials on vibration behaviour is 

shown in Fig. 6.19 and Fig. 6.21 (graphs A, C and E): the frequency decreases as the 

density ratio increases. A more pronounced reduction in frequency, corresponding 

to increasing p, lp, is observed in Figs 6.20 and Fig. 6.21 (graphs B, D and F) where 

a large amount of flexural stiffness is present in the coating. 

Again, as in the P+ only case, the solution branches which tend to ý2 =0 in 
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Figs 6.19-6.22 demonstrate that bifurcation results for a block coated on P- only 

are independent of the relative material densities. 

The minimal effect caused by further increasing the height of a block coated on 

the P- boundary only is shown in Fig. 6.22, the analogue of Fig. 6.18. 

Note that Figs 6.23-6.25 can be compared with Figs 6.15-6.17 (for the P+ only 

case) and Figs 6.19-6.21 (for the P- only case) to show the effect of having a surface 

coating on both boundaries. 

To determine the effect of changing the values of fin results pertaining to rela- 

tively soft (fn = 0.1) and stiff (fn = 5) coatings were examined. These results are 

illustrated, in Figs 6.26 and 6.27, when the film density is dominant for values of ft 

which ensure the restriction (6.1.16) holds. Clearly, whether the coating on P+ or 

P- is more or less destabilizing depends on the relative shear stiffnesses of the two 

materials and oil the level of flexural stiffness present. 

Setting A=0 and i=0 allowed us to obtain results for a membrane-type 

coating. Since the P- boundary is in compression, the theory is not valid in the 

membrane case. However, when the membrane is in tension, oil the P+ boundary, 

the results are essentially identical to those for an uncoated block. Hence, no figures 

are included here. 

As rotatory inertia is sometimes omitted in classical elasticity theory, we now 

consider the effect of setting i=0 (but not h= 0) in the present context. Numerical 

calculations show that omission of the rotatory inertia term has no effect on results 

for a block coated on the P+ boundary only, hence, no figures are included here. 

When coating is present on the P- boundary only, as the film density increases 

relative to the bulk material density, a slight deviation (from the results with rotatory 
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inertia) is recorded in the uppermost solution branch at each height. The deviation 

becomes significant when jo, lp =5 as the flexural stiffness increases. This effect 

is illustrated in Figs 6.28 and 6.29 for HIA =I and HIA = 2, where the dotted 

curves are the solutions without rotatory inertia and the solid curves represent those 

uppermost solution branches, in the corresponding results with rotatory inertia, 

which deviate from the results pertaining to i=0. 

Conclusions 

Overall, the numerical results show that frequency of vibration is consistently lower 

when a block is coated on the P- boundary compared to the P+ only case. This 

is due to the fact that the P- boundary is in compression and therefore closer to 

instability. Increasing the height of the block or the flexural stiffness in the coating 

both result in reduced frequency. As does ail increase in film density relative to the 

bulk material density. Reducing the relative shear stiffnesses of the two materials 

also reduces frequency of vibration while increasing the shear stiffness ratio ensures 

stiffer elastic coatings on the P- and P+ boundaries and, consequently, higher levels 

of frequency. Omission of the rotatory inertia term does appear to be justified, 

except when surface coating occupies the P- boundary and the film density equates 

to, or is greater than, the bulk material density. 
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Figure 6.1: Frequency-stretch plot: uncoated block where (A) HIA = 1, (B) HIA = 

1.5, (C) HIA = 2, (D) HIA = 2.5, (E) HIA = 3, (F) HIA =5 for the neo-Hookean 

material. 
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(D) 

(F) 

Figure 6.2: Frequency-stretch plot: uncoated block where (A) HIA = 1, (B) HIA = 

1.5, (C) HIA = 2, (D) HIA = 2.5, (E) HIA = 3, (F) HIA =5 for an Ogden 

material. 
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Figure 6.3: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =1 and p, lp = 0.1 

where (A) ft = 0.001, (B) ft = 0.01, (C) ft = 0.02. 
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Figure 6.4: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =1 and p, lp =1 where 

(A) ft = 0.001, (B) h=0.01, (C) h=0.02. 
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Figure 6.5: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =1 and p, lp =5 where 

(A) it = 0.001, (B) A=0.005, (C) A=0.01, (D) h=0.02, (E) close up of plot D. 
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Figure 6.6: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =2 and p, lp = 0.1 

where (A) h=0.001, (B) ft = 0.01, (C) i! = 0.02. 
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Figure 6.7: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =2 and p, lp =I where 

(A) fi = 0.001, (B) fi = 0.01, (C) ii = 0.02. 
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Figure 6.8: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =2 and p, lp =5 where 

il = 0.001, (B) h=0.01, (C) h=0.02. 
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Figure 6.9: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =1 and p, lp = 0.1 

where (A) ft = 0.001, (B) h=0.01, (C) ft = 0.02. 
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Figure 6.10: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =1 and p, lp =1 

where (A) ft = 0.001, (B) ft = 0.01, (C) ii = 0.02. 
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Figure 6.11: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =1 and p, lp =5 

where (A) ft = 0.001, (B) ft = 0.005, (C) ft = 0.01, (D) ft = 0.02, (E) close up of 

plot C. 
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Figure 6.12: Frequency-stretch plot: coating oil P- for HIA =2 and p, lp = 0.1 

where (A) h=0.001, (B) ft = 0.01, (C) ft = 0.02. 
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Figure 6.13: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =2 and p, lp =1 

where (A) h=0.001, (B) ft = 0.01, (C) h=0.02. 
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Figure 6.14: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =2 and p, lp =5 

where (A) ft = 0.001, (B) ft = 0.01, (C) h=0.02. 
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Figure 6.15: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for H=1 and h=0.001 where 

pc , 
1p = 0.1, (B) pc1p = 0.5, (C) pc1p = 1, (D) p, . 

1p = 5. 
, 
1p = 3, (E) pc 
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Figure 6.16: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =1 and ft = 0.02 

_1p = 1, (D) pc1p = 3, (E) pc1p = 5. 
where (A) p, lp = 0.1, (B) pc1p = 0.5, (C) pc 
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Figure 6.17: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =2 where (A) p, lp = 

0.1 and h=0.001, (B) p, lp = 0.1 and ft = 0.02, (C) p, lp =1 and A=0.001, (D) 

pc1p =1 and ft = 0.02, (E) p, lp =5 and ft = 0.001, (F) p, lp =5 and A=0.02. 
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Figure 6.18: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =3 where (A) p, lp = 

0.1 and ft = 0.001, (B) p, lp = 0.1 and ft = 0.02, (C) p, lp =I and ft = 0.001, (D) 

pc1p =1 and ft = 0.02, (E) p, lp =5 and ft = 0.001, (F) p, lp =5 and ft = 0.02. 
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Figure 6.19: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =1 and A=0.001 

where (A) p, lp = 0.1, (B) p, lp = 0.5, (C) p, lp = 1, (D) p, lp = 3, (E) p, lp = 5. 
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Figure 6.20: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =1 and ft = 0.02 

where (A) p, lp = 0.1, (B) p, lp = 0.5, (C) p, lp = 1, (D) p, lp = 3, (E) p, lp = 5. 
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Figure 6.21: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =2 where (A) p, lp = 

0.1 and ft = 0.001, (B) p, lp = 0.1 and ft = 0.02, (C) p, lp =1 and h=0.001, (D) 

p, lp =1 and h=0.02, (E) p, lp =5 and h=0.001, (F) p, lp =5 and ft = 0.02. 
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Figure 6.22: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =3 where (A) p, lp = 

0.1 and ft = 0.001, (B) p, lp = 0.1 and ft = 0.02, (C) p, lp =1 and A=0.001, (D) 

pc1p =1 and ft = 0.02, (E) pc1p =5 and ft = 0.001, (F) pc1p =5 and ft = 0.02. 
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Figure 6.23: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- and P+ for H=1 and ft 0.001 

where (A) pc1p = 0.1, (B) p, lp = 0.5, (C) PcIP = 1, (D) pc1p = 3, (E) pc1p 5. 
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Figure 6.24: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- and P+ for H=1 and ft = 0.02 

, 
1p = 5. where (A) p, lp = 0.1, (B) p, lp = 0.5, (C) p, lp = 1, (D) p, lp = 3, (E) pc 
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Figure 6.25: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- and P+ for HIA =2 where (A) 

p, lp = 0.1 and ft = 0.001, (B) p, lp = 0.1 and fz = 0.02, (C) p, lp 1 and h=0.001, 

(D) p, lp =I and h=0.02, (E) p, lp =5 and ft = 0.001, (F) p, lp 5 and A=0.02. 
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Figure 6.26: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P+ for HIA =2 and p, lp =5 

where (A) An = 0.1 and h=0.0001, (B) fn =5 and ft = 0.005, (C) 7n = 0.1 and 

ft = 0.002, (D) 7n =5 and ft = 0.07. 
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Figure 6.27: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- for HIA =2 and p, lp =5 

where (A) fn = 0.1 and it = 0.0001, (B) 7'n =5 and ft = 0.005, (C) fin = 0.1 and 

h=0.002, (D) fn =5 and h=0.07. 
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Figure 6.28: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- with i=0 for HIA =I and 

p, lp =5 where (A) ft = 0.001, (B) h=0.005, (C) h=0.01, (D) h=0.02; solutions 

without rotatory inertia (dotted curves). 
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Figure 6.29: Frequency-stretch plot: coating on P- with i=0 for IIIA =2 and 

pc1p =5 where (A) h=0.001, (B) ft = 0.005, (C) ft = 0.01, (D) ii = 0.02; solutions 

without rotatory inertia (dotted curves). 
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Chapter 7 

Shear of a bonded elastic block 

7.1 Preliminaries 

In terms of the theory of non-linear elasticity, we now study the shear of com- 

pressible, isotropic elastic material bonded to two rigid parallel plates. We restrict 

attention to the plane-strain problem of a rectangular block with traction-free in- 

plane lateral surfaces, examining the behaviour of the shear force as a function of 

the applied strain and utilizing maximum and minimum energy arguments to con- 

struct upper and lower bounds on the energy stored in the body as a result of the 

deformation. 

7.2 Variational and extremum principles 

To set our use of extremum principles in context, we first establish soine basic 

variational principles, more detailed discussion of which can be found in, for example, 

Ogden (1984), Chapter 5. 
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7.2.1 Variational principles 

A boundary value problem is formulated for a compressible, hyperelastic body in 

equilibrium. This gives rise to the governing equations 

Div S +p, b = 0, 

aw 
OA 

A= GradX 

(7.2.1) 

(7.2.2) 

(7.2.3) 

for all XE Bo (following the notation of Chapter 2). Boundary conditions of place 

and traction are specified on the boundary aSO with displacement prescribed on 

, 9B-' and traction on M such that Mo = al3o' UM and a1307 n aL301 0. Then we 000 

prescribe 

x= ý(X) on 0130, (7.2.4) 

ST N=to(X) onaBol (7.2.5) 

where ý is a known function of Wo and, in general, to depends on both X and A 

oil OBO * 

A kinematically admissible deformation is one which satisfies the displacement 

boundary condition (7.2.4). The stress associated with this deformation through the 

deformation gradient (7.2.3) and (7.2.2) will not necessarily satisfy the equilibrium 

equation (7.2.1) or boundary condition (7.2.5). 

Similarly, a statically admissible stress field satisfies the traction boundary con- 

dition (7.2.5) and the equilibrium equations (7.2.1) with b and to fixed for a kine- 

matically admissible deformation. 

Combining the equilibrium equations and boundary conditions (7.2.4) and (7.2-5) 
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with use of the divergence theorem, yields 

fa5t 
to. XdA + 

fal3' 
ST N. ýdA = 

fS 

tr (SA) dV - 
fB 

p, b. X dV. (7.2.6) 
0000 

for kinematically admissible deformation fields X and statically admissible stress 

fields S. 

Suppose X* is a kinematically admissible deformation then it is true that 

laSt 
to x* dA + ST N. e dA = tr (SA*) dV - pb. X* dV. (7.2.7) 

1013' iz; 113 

000 

where A* = Grad X*. 

By defining JX = X* -X and subtracting (7.2.6) from (7.2.7) we obtain the 

principle of virtual work 

Lt 
to. JX dA + p, b. JX dV = tr [SGradJX] dV, (7.2.8) 

0 

f, 

30 

f5o 

which holds for a statically admissible stress field and an arbitrary virtual displace- 

ment JX subject to 6X vanishing on WO 

For conservative body forces we set 

-grado, (7.2.9) 

where 0 is a scalar function of X and b- JX = -JO. We also restrict attention to 

dead-loading surface traction so that 

to = -grado, (7.2.10) 

where 0 is a scalar function of X and V) = -to - x. Now, making use of the first 

order approximation 

tr 
(9ýýJA) 

aA j 
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together with (7.2.9) and (7.2.10), allows (7.2.8) to be rewritten as tile variation of 

a functional of X. Hence, 

JE=f (ST N -to). JXdA - (Div S+p, b). ýX dV (7.2.12) 
iqB" 

f5o 

where the potential energy, EJXJ, takes the form 

E{XI = 
le (W + p, 0) dV - to -X dA. (7.2.13) 

Then the principle of stationary potential energy states that any (twice contiliu- 

ously differentiable) solution of tile boundary value problem makes stationary the 

functional (7.2.13) within the class of kinematically admissible deformations. 

This concept is strengthened, in the context of linear elasticity, and becomes 

the principle of minimum potential energy: of all displacements satisfying the given 

boundary conditions, those which satisfy the equilibrium equations make the po- 

tential energy an absolute minimum. In fact, this minimum principle is applicable 

in both linear and non-linear settings under certain circumstances, which we now 

examine. 

7.2.2 Extremum principles 

AX which satisfies the above principle of stationary potential energy is a local 

minimizer of E{-j provided 

f5o 
trf(AJA)JAldV >0 

for JA 0 0. We examine the local version of this inequality, namely 

trf(A, 6A)6A}dV >0 (7.2.14) 
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which, for an isotropic material referred to principal axes, has the form 

trf(A6A)JA} 09ti JAiJAj 
OAj 

i, j=l 
+ E(Qi(ý) + 

Z3 2 13 - tj) (Ai - Aj) (7.2.15) 

+1 E(Qýý))2(t, 
+ tj) (Ai + Aj) > 0, 4 13 

i?, -Ii 

using (2.4.17)-(2.4.20) where tj are the principal Biot stresses defined in (2.3.19), 

Qýý) are the components of nL 3 60) (9 0) (the incremental rotation of the tj i=1 

Lagrangian axes) and Qj(ý) are the components of f2R = RTJR on the same axes, R 

being the rotation tensor arising in the polar decomposition (2.1.9). Necessary and 

sufficient conditions for (7.2.15) to hold are 

The Jacobian matrix (, 9tj1aAj) is positive definite, 

(ti - tj)/(Ai - Aj) > 0, i 

ti + tj > 0, i 7ý j) 

(7.2.16) 

where i, jE 11,2,3} and (ii) includes the case Ai = Aj by an appropriate limiting 

process [see Ogden (1984) for further details]. 

For an objective VV, conditions (i) and (ii) are necessary and sufficient for T(U) 

aWlc9U to be strictly locally convex. Then, if (i) holds for all Ai > 0, it follows that 

(ii) holds and, hence, IV(U) is strictly globally convex, i. e. 

IV(U*) - TV(U) - tr IT(U* - U)} >0 (7.2.17) 

for all positive definite symmetric second-order tensors U and U* 0U [see Ogden 

(1984), Appendix 1]. 

The additional requirement for W(A) to be strictly locally convex, over and 
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above (i) and (ii), is (iii). If the region in Ai-space where (iii) holds is convex, then 

it can be deduced that W(A) is strictly globally convex in this region. 

This ensures uniqueness of solution and, hence, the existence of a global mini- 

mizer X is guaranteed. It follows that, in these circumstances, the stationary energy 

principle is strengthened to a minimum energy principle. 

Thus, provided the conditions in (7.2.16) are met, we are justified in our use of 

minimum energy arguments with respect to both linear and non-linear theory. 

Our use of a complementary energy argument is, likewise, justified since the 

fulfillment of condition (iii) in (7.2.16) ensures the stress field S (corresponding to 

the minimizer X) is uniquely defined, as we now show. 

For an actual solution X, the variation, JE, in the energy functional may be 

re-expressed in the form 

j 
fa5z 

(ST N). ý dA - [tr (SA) -W (A)] dV 0. (7.2.18) fso 
Since, from (2.3.15), W(A) = W(U) and tr (SA) = tr (TU) we can replace tile 

integrand in the volume integral in (7.2.18) by tr (TU) - W(U). 

Now, from (7.2.17), we assume W(U) is a strictly convex function of U so that 

the Biot stress, T, is uniquely invertible i. e. U is uniquely determined by T. This 

allows us to define the complementary energy function It' as the Legendre transform C 

of W with respect to U by 

IV, (T) = tr (TU) - U(U), 

then, if in the right-hand side of (7.2.19), U is replaced by the unique function of T 
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obtained by inversion of (2.3.16), it follows that 

w c 
OT 

(7.2.20) 

Given a stress field S, for an isotropic elastic material the polar decomposition 

(2.2.5) has four distinct forms, each with a different T, R pair [a detailed discussion 

of which can be found in Ogden (1984), Chapter 61. Because of the assumed con- 

vexity of W(U), S is associated with four distinct deformation gradients A (thus, 

there are four distinct branches of the inversion of (2.2.5)). 

Since W, (T) equates with the appropriate branch of W, (S), we consider (7.2.12) 

as a functional of S and write 

E, jSj = 
fa8l (ST N). ýdA - 

fl3o 
IV, (T) d V, (7.2.21) 

0 

which holds for statically admissible stress fields S and kinematically admissible 

deformation fields X and the appropriate T is obtained, using (2.2.5) from 

SST =T2. (7.2.22) 

This defines uniquely the principal axes of T2 
, and hence of T. Consequently, the 

values of t2, t2, t2 123 are also defined. From (2.2.5) we have W26 = det T= det S, we 

deduce that for a given S there are four possible sign combinations for tj, t27 t3- 

It emerges that only one branch of the global inversion of S ensures stability: 

that corresponding to tj + tj > 0, i, jEf1,2,31. Hence, provided condition (iii) of 

(7.2.16) is satisfied the decomposition of S is unique. 
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7.3 Minimum energy and maximum complemen- 

tary energy 

7.3.1 Minimum energy 

Recall from Section 7.2 that any (twice continuously differentiable) solution of the 

boundary value problem (7.2.1)-(7.2.5) makes stationary the functional 

EfX} = 
is. 

W(GradX) dV - 
la 

6ý 
to. X dA 

where body forces have been excluded, provided X is within the class IC of kineniat- 

ically admissible deformations defined by 

IC = IX :XE C'(BO), X on, 9BO'}. (7.3.2) 

Then, if X is a solution of the boundary value problem and X* E IC, it can be 

shown that 

EjX*j - EJXJ = 
l3o [W (A*) -W (A) - tr fS (A* - A)}] dV, (7.3.3) 

where A* = Grad x*. As W is not necessarily a convex function of A, the integrand 

in (7.3.3) need not be strictly positive for A* 0 A, hence Ejx*j is not (generally) 

minimized for X* = X. However, in general, for locally stable solutions X 

E{X*} ý: E{X}, X* E K. 

In terms of linear elasticity, (7.3.4) is called the principle of mini7num potential 

energy. On fulfillment of the conditions in (7.2.16), tile inequality in (7.3.4) becomes 

strict for X :A X* and the minimum energy principle is then applicable ill both tile 

linear and non-linear theories. 
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We note that (7-3-3) can be rewritten in the form 

[W(U*) - W(U) - tr {S(A* - A)j] (IV >- 0, (7.3.5) 

where U* is the right stretch tensor associated with A*. 

7.3.2 Maximum complementary energy 

Recalling from (7.2.21), in terms of S, the energy function takes the form 

E, (ST 

, 
fS} = N). ý dA - W, (T) dV (7.3.6) 

0 

fso 

for an actual solution X. With reference to its definition in Section 7.2, we now 

define the set of statically admissible stress fields by 

E= IS :SE C'(Bo), Div S=0 in Bo, ST N= to on r9B. 'j. (7.3.7) 

Then, for any S* E E, we may write 

ZIR 
(S*T N). ý dA - 

fs 
VV, (T*) dl, ', (7.3.8) 

00 
where T* is obtained from the polar decomposition of S*. It follows that 

[W, (T*) - W, (T) - tr JA(S* - S)II dV (7.3.9) 

Substituting W, (T) into (7.2.17), using (7.2.19), it can be shown that strict 

convexity of W(U) implies that of W, (T). Then, noting the similar structure of 

the integrands in (7.3.5) and (7.3.9) we assume the integral in (7.3.9) is also non- 

negative for S* EE where S is the particular stress corresponding to the global 

minimizer X. Consequently, we have 

E, f S} ý: E, 
, 
IS*}, S* E E. (7.3.10) 
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In the linear theory, this inequality holds and is referred to as the principle of 

maximum complementary energy. As in the case of minimum energy, provided the 

conditions in (7.2.16) are satisfied, the inequality in (7.3.10) becomes strict and this 

maximum energy principle is justified in both linear and non-linear settings. 

7.3.3 Theoretical energy bounds 

Combining (7.3.4) and (7.3.10) yields a chain of inequalities in the form 

EjX*j ý! EJXJ = E, 
, 
{Sj ý: E, 

, 
{S*} X* E IC, S* E E. (7.3.11) 

These theoretical upper and lower bounds on the energy functional are justified 

in the non-linear theory assuming we restrict attention to deformation and stress 

fields and forms of strain-energy function which satisfy the conditions in (7.2.16). 

Effectively, we require that (i) and (ii) hold and that (iii) defines a convex region in 

Ai-space. Note (iii) defines, quite generally, a convex region in ti-space. 

7.3.4 A particular strain-energy function 

For an isotropic material, W, is a symmetric function of the principal values of T 

such that 

Wc(tl) t21 t3) 
--": tlAl + t2A2 + t3A3 - W(Al) A21 A3)i 

where 

Ai = 
aw, 

iE 11,2,3}, 
ati 

(7.3.12) 

(7.3.13) 

Note that inversion of tj = WlaAj, defined in (2.3.19), is required to determine the 

form Of Wc(tI7 t27 t3)- If W(U) is strictly convex, then ""(Al, A21 A3) is a strictly 
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convex function of A,, A2) A3 and thus the inversion of (2-3-19) is unique. 

A strain-energy function which allows explicit derivation of ý c(t, t2 t3) is that 

pertaining to the senti-linear material 

wE_ 1)2 + (A2 
- 1)2 + (A3 

_ 1)21 + vE 
- -3 

)2, 
+ V) 

I(Al (Al + A2 + A3 
2(l + v)(1 - 2v) 

(7.3.14) 

where E and v are the classical Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio respectively. 

Then (2.3.19) gives 

ti 
E (Ai - 1) + vE (Al + A2 +A3- 3) iE 11,2,31 (7.3.15) 
+ V-) (I + v)(1 - 2v) 

and it follows that 

IV 
1+V 

It2 + t2 + t2 
V (tl + t2 + t3 )2 + t, + t2 + t3- (7.3.16) 

Cý(12 3) -- 2E 2E 

With reference to the requirements which ensure the theoretical energy bounds in 

(7.3.11) hold, we note that the semi-linear material does give a convex region in 

Ai-space: using (7.3.15), condition (iii) in (7.2.16) becomes 

ti + tj =E 
[(Äi 

+ Aj - 2) + 
2v (Al + /X2 + A3 

- 3)] > 0, (7.3.17) 

where i, j E 11,2,31 and ti+tj are then linear in A,, A2 and A3 with each ti+tj =0 

defining a plane, with all the planes passing through the origin. The resulting region 

tj + tj >0 is, therefore, convex in Ai-space. 

For the shear (plane strain) problem in question, we have A3 
=1 and t3 is then 

given by 

t3 = 
aW 

(A,, A27 l)- 
ýA3 (7.3.18) 
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The problem can now be considered as two-dimensional with strain-energy function 

W(Al, A2) 
--": 

I'V(Ali A2v 

so that the (in-plane) principal Biot stresses are given by 

aw alil, tl --": aAl 
t2 

OA2 

(7.3.19) 

(7.3.20) 

In the present (two-dimensional) context, the appropriate necessary and sufficient 

conditions for (7.2.15) to hold are 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

The Jacobian matrix (atilaAj) is positive definite, 

(tl 
- t2)/(Al 

- 
A2) > 0, 

tl + t2 > 01 

(7.3.21) 

where ij G {1,21 and A3 Now, COIIVeXitY Of III(Al, A2) f0IIOW. 9 from tilIt 

of W(Aj, A21 1), and we may define, by analogy with (7.3.12), the two-dimensional 

complementary energy 

Wc(tl7 t2) 
---: 

Altl + A2t2 - I'Tr(Al, A2). 

Then, 

awl allIr A 
at, 

A2ý 
at2 

c 

(7.3.22) 

(7.3.23) 

are uniquely determined by tj and t2 With t3 obtained from (7.3.18), which plaps the 

role of maintaining A3 = 1. Hence, the seini-linear strain-energy function (7.3.14) 

has the two-dimensional form 

W(Al I 
A2) f(Al _ 1)2 + (A2 

_ 1)2} + (Al + A2 
- 

2)2, 

2(l + v) 2 (1 + v) (I - 2v) 
E vE 

(7.3.24) 
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and the complementary energy function (7.3.16) becomes 

wr 
+v 

(t 2+t 2) 
_ 

VQ + V) )2 + t, 
2E 12 2E 

(tl + t2 + t2- (7.3.25) 

7.4 Application to the shear of a bonded elastic 

block 

7.4.1 Shear deformation 

We consider a rectangular block of compressible elastic material under plane-strain 

conditions with reference configuration, Bo, defined by 

O<X, <A, O<X2<H- 

The block, with aspect ratio 77 = HIA, is bonded to rigid parallel plates at X. 
-' = 0, H 

and is deformed by fixing tile base metal plate and shearing the top plate by all 

amount y. The lateral surfaces X, = 0, A are free of traction. 

The deformation (2.1.3) is given by 

XI 

X2 

X3 

XI(XI) -IY2)i 

X2 (XI 
i -, IY2)) 

X3 
i 

(7.4.1) 

and the equilibrium equations (2.2.9), in the absence of body forces, may be written 

in (two-dimensional) Cartesian rectangular coordinates as 

OS11 
+ 

(9S21 
57YI 

19-, ýY2 
C9S12 

+ 
(9s22 

j, v-, 0 x, 
(7.4.2) 
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The (in-plane) displacement boundary conditions (7.2.4) are 

xi =X, 011 JV2 = 0) 

Xl = Xl +'Y'V'2 0111 X2 = Hi 

X2 =0 011 X2 = 01 

(7.4.3) 

12 =H on., Y2 = H. 

and traction is defined on the lateral surfaces by 

S11 = S12 =0 on X, = 0, A. (7.4.4) 

We let d (ý: 0) denote the prescribed displacement of the top plate, and the 

amount of shear -y = d1H is regarded as a measure of the straiii. 

The resultant shear force on each plate is found to be 

F S21 dX, (7.4.5) 

per unit length in the X3 direction. On use of the equilibrium equations and traction 

boundary conditions it can be shown that (7.4.5) is independent Or X2, as follows 

aF 
-A 

19S 21 dxl =-A 
(gsl, 

(ix, = [-Sll]oi = 0. (7., 1.6) 0X2 

10 

0X2 

10 

Let 

,r= FIA (7.4.7) 

denote the corresponding force per unit area. 

At this point, we also note that the mean value of S11 through the plane sectiou 
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of the material in Bo is given by 

Si I S, I dX, dY2 (BO) 
II 

IH ýýS1IXII 

0- XI'9S1 1 dX, 
1 

dX2 AH 0 ax, 

0 

IA 
Xl 

ýIll'9s21dV21 

(IX, 
00 AH 0 

0iV2 

(1 

IA 
X, S21 dX, l X 2ýII 

AH 0 
ly2 ý0 

where v(Bo) = AH is the volume of BO for the plaile-strain problem. 

(7.4.8) 

7.4.2 General energy bounds 

For the shear problem in question, the energy functional (7.3.1) reduces to 

EjX} = 
fL30 

11, (Grad X) dV, (7.4.9) 

where L30 represents the two-dimensional body. 

We regard (7.4.9) as a function of the prescribed displacement d. Thus, 

U(d) = Efx(d)l = 
f, 

30 
IT'(Grad X(d)) dlý (7.4.10) 

It follows that 

U'(d) = 
fSo 

tr(SA') dV 

f013o 
(ST N) - x'dA, since DivS = 0, 

la 

B, 
(ST N) - x'dA, Sil, Ce ST N=0 on 0801 

0 
S21X1 + S2222 (IA -j+ S2,22, (IA 

IX2=H 

2 

Iv2=0 

-, ,x12 

0n 

f 
S2, dXi, oil use of (7.4.3) 

= 
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where U'(0) = 0. Tile total stored energy per unit reference volume can be denoted 

by 

&(, y) = U(d)lv(Bo). (7.4.12) 

Differentiating (7.4.12), we establish the shear stress as a function of slicar strain 

through 

(7.4.13) 

such that Ü'(O) = 0. Furtlier differentiation of (7.4.13), using tlie boundary condi- 

tions (7.4.3) and (7.4.4), yields 

Li 
(if/ (Y) =11 trj(AA')A'}dK (7.4.14) 

v (13o) 1q. 

Recall from (7.2.15) that the integral in (7.4.14) must be strictly positive to en. 91ire 

local infinitesimal stability of the body Bo in the configuration X. Hence, NvIlen the 

conditions in (7.3.21) are satisfied 

üll (, y) 

This implies -r is a monotonic increasing function of -y and we can define the Legendre 

transform of (J(-y), denoted Q, (r), by 

where 

UC U 

'Y 
(JC(T), 
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(7.4.16) 

(7.4.17) 



such that &, '(0) = 0. Now, for subsequent use, with reference to (7.4.3), (7.4.5) and 

(7.4.8), we establish 

I 
(S'N) -x dA 

v(B0) 
1,913x 

0 

(S21X1 + S22X21 dA -f 
{s21X1 + S22X21 dA AH 2=H AH X2 =0 

IA 
XH MfF +A 

f) 
20+ 

X, S21 dX, 1, V': 
S22 dX, AH 0AA () 

Sll + ^tT + S22 

= yT + tr (S) (7.4.18) 

where S is the mean nominal stress over Bo. From (7.4.16), on substitution of 

(7.4.12), then (7.2.19) and (7.4-18), we obtain 

CJC 1f 
tr(TU) - 

ýV, (T) dV 
N '(7') 

'Y7' - 7(-BO) 
Bo 

W, (T) dV +, y7- tr(SA) dV u -(B -0) v (, go) 90 jr, 
f 

n v(Bo) 13, 
W, (T) dV - tr(S). (7.4.19) 

With reference to (7.4.18) and (7.2.21), using the fact that 

we then obtain 

1 

O)E, 
ISI= ^/7 UC(7 (7.4.21) 

Given the dependence of any kinematically admissible deformation field X* E IC 

on the shear strain y, Nve can define, analogous to (7.4.10), 

fso 

tr(SA) dV 
IS' 

(ST N) - ýdA, (7.4.20) 

0 

U* (d) =E {X* (d)} = 
113o 

IV (Grad x* (d» dV, (7.4.22) 

I 
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where the function U* depends on the choice of X*. Similarly, we set 

U*(d)lv(Bo), (7.4.23) 

and consider the subset IC, of IC consisting of deformation fields X* satisfying the 

required inequality (J"(7) > 0. 

For any statically admissible stress field S* EE Nve define, independently of X2, 

10 
S2*, dX� r* = F*IA. (7.4.9-4) 

Now, from (7.4.19), in terms of parameter T*, we have 

13 
(jl_* (T *)=f1,17, (T*(7-*)) dV - tr [S*(7-*)}, (7.4.25) 

v (50) n. 

and, analogous to (7.4.21), using 

If 
tr (S*A) dV = y7-* + tr (7.4.26) 

v (BO) 
S. 

which holds for any S* E E, CE and any XE IC,, it follows that 

Ec{S*} =, y7, (T (7.4.27) 
v (13o) 

We can now re-express the chain of inequalities (7.3.11) in the forin 

U*('Y) ý! U('Y) = ^fT - UC UC (T (7.4.28) 

where U* and U, * are not, ill general, Legendre duals. The right-hand expression in 

(7.4.28) is maximized, for given -y, provided -r* satisfies 

-Y (7.4.29) 

with the requirement that U, *"(T*) >0 for S* E Es. 
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Expressing (7.4.28) in terms of the parameter -y requires the right-hand expres- 

sion in (7.4.28) to be reca-st as a function of -y, say (J*(7). Subsequently, (7.4.28) 

becomes 

U*(-t) ý! U(-Y) ý! U**(-Y), 

where the form of &** depends on the choice of S*. 

7.5 An example of primitive energy bounds 

(7.4.30) 

The choice of particular kinematically admissible and statically admissible strain 

and stress fields allows the construction of primitive energy bounds. 

Upper bound 

For the upper bound X* is chosen to correspond to simple shear [details of NN'llicl, 

can be found in, for example, Atkin and Fox (1980)]. Hence, in plane strain tile 

deformation becomes 

'-Y I : -- XI + ^f-y'2 

'1; 2 , (y2 

X3 X3 

with the associated principal stretches 

A, = A, A2 = A-li A3 

which provide the expression 

(7.5.1) 

(7.5.2) 

(7.5.3) 
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Taking 0* as a function of the principal stretches (and of -y through them), froin 

(7.4.10) we obtain the upper bound 

U*(7) = 1, V(A, A-') (J(, y). (7.5.4) 

Lower bound 

For the lower bound we choose a statically admissible stress field corresponding to 

constant S*. Hence, in the (XI, X2) plane 

S* (7.5.5) 
S2*1 S202 

where S2*1 = 7-*. It follows froin (7.2.22) that 

= o, $2 + S22' (7.5.6) 

On use of (7.4.25), where Q, * is taken as a function of the principal values (7.5.6), 

we obtain 

S2 (je *21 

since &92*2 -": 
S2*2. The lower bound in (7.4.28) now becomes 

C 
(jC 1,17 *)+S2 

. 
(01 t2 

where, since t*j = 0, (7.3.22) reduces to 

ýI'C r 
CA 

t2 t2'ý2 2 

and we recall from (7.3.23) that 

Ilf A. 
aiv, 

,=- (0, t*) , \* = 
2- c 

0t *i atý 

(7.5.7) 

(7.5.8) 

(7.5.9) 

(7.5.10) 
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In obtaining a lower bound we require an expression for Aý in (7.5.9). To this end 

we optimize (7.5.8) with respect to S2*2. This yields 

(9ýVl (? t2* 

(9t2* C'ýS2*2 =1 

which, on use of (7.5-6)2 and (7.5.10) provides 

*-I* 
22 : -2 A2 t2' 

This allows (7.5.6)2 to be written in the form 

*2 = t*2 *I T2 

(7.5.12) 

(7.5.13) 

Equation (7.5.12) implies that S2*2 is (""Plicitly) a function of 7-*, witil t1lis in mill(I 

we now maximize (7.5.8) with respect to 7* so that 

+ 
as22 (9""C (9t2 

(97* Dt* Dr* 
2 

Making use of (7.5.6)2, (7.5.10) and (7.5.12) in (7.5.14) we find 

(7.5.14) 

, ý* = T*- It* 'y (7.5.15) 22 

which, using (7.5.13), yields 

A2*2 =I+ Y2 (7.5.16) 

Combining (7.5.8) and (7.5.9), the lower bound now takes the form 

, y7-* - 
Q, * (7-*) = 77* - A2* t* + Ii7(A*j, A; ) + S, *,,, (7.5.17) 2 

Following substitution from (7.5.12), (7.5.15) and (7.5.16) into (7.5.17), the lower 

bound is re-expressed as 

U (7) U ('Y) : -- U'r (A*, (7.5.18) 
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Primitive bounds 

In light of (7.5.4) and (7.5.18) the inequalities in (7.4.30) now simplify. Thus, for 

a general strain-energy function, we derive the following primitive upper and lower 

bounds on the stored energy per unit volume 

W(A, A-') 17V(A-1, A; ) 12 

where A*, is given in terms of A* through 2 

t* 
aW 

(A* A*) 0 
, gA* 11 2 1 

A, 2 + y2. where 2 

7.5.1 Specialization to the semi-linear material 

(7.5.19) 

(7.5.20) 

The energy bounds in (7.5.19) can be made explicit through use of the semi-linear 

strain-energy function (7.3.24). 

With reference to (7.5.3), the principal stretches associated with the tipper bound 

are expressed explicitly in the form 

y+1(, 72 +4)12,1 
1 (, Y2 2 A2 'Y + +4)1, A3 = 1- (7.5.21) 2222 

For the lower bound, substitution of the strain-energy function into (7.5.20), where 

tj is given by (7.3.20), provides an expression for A*,, so that 

V+1)*= 
(72 + 1)1, \* = 1. 

1V 
A2 2 /3 (7.5.22) 

Now substituting (7-5-21) and (7.5.22) into (7.5.19), for the serni-linear material, 

yields upper and lower bounds in the form 

E [(, 
y2 _/2 (, Y2 

E [_Y2 (, Y2 + I) I 
_V22 

2(l + v) (I - 2v) -2 + 4)1 + 4] 
2 (1 V2) -2 + 2]. 

(7.5.23) 
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The explicit upper and lower bounds obtained in (7.5.23) are illustrated in 

Fig. 7.1, where they are plotted against shear strain. It should be noted that primi- 

tive bounds offer only a rough guide to deformation behaviour and the senii-liticar 

material only provides a good model of behaviour for moderate valties of the defor- 

mation and stress. 
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0.5 

/ 

1.5 

Figure 7.1: Plot of (non-dimensionalized) primitive energy bounds against shear 

strain for the semi-linear material, with v-= ý': upper bound (dashed curve); lower 

bound (solid curve). 
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